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ABSTRACT 

 
 This project uses teleseismic PP waves whose bounce points (or mid-points) 

are in the latitude range 50°N to 85°N and longitude range 60°W to 30°E for 

seismically imaging the crust and the upper mantle in remote areas of the North 

Atlantic that have sparse station coverage. This project uses more earthquakes than 

previously possible, recording and processing data from 1990-2015, which enables the 

imaging of finer detail – related to the higher frequency content. Stacks in the region 

are traced through areas of highest data density, to obtain the most accurate 

representations of the subsurface.  

 The stacks reveal unique signatures relating to the passing of the current 

Iceland hotspot. A strong, bulbous, positive-amplitude arrival is found consistently 

between 150 and 250km depth near the proposed hotspot track, possibly related to the 

remnant effect of the hotspot. We also find features that indicate a previously-studied 

eastward dipping slab predating the major westward subduction relating to the 

Caledonian orogeny with the collision of Laurentia and Baltica. We also note 

instances of possible sutures of the North American and Eurasian plates just East of 

Greenland. Finally, we are able to resolve extensive evidence of the Mid-Atlantic 

Ridge and the regional Lithosphere-Aesthenosphere Boundary throughout the region.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The crust and the mantle of the North Atlantic has been studied extensively 

using seismic techniques like receiver functions and tomography, primarily in order to 

better understand the extent of the Iceland hotspot or the Mid Atlantic Ridge. 

However, very few teleseismic bounce-point studies have been completed in the 

region due to the lack of useable data and due to the complexity of local ice 

reverberations especially beneath Greenland. Given the recent increase in data 

coverage with the deployment of more arrays, such as the Transportable Array across 

the United States, we use more data than ever available before to image the North 

Atlantic down to approximately 700km. We also enhance the results by referencing a 

3D Earth model (LLNL, Simmons et al., 2012) to develop our travel time data, rather 

than a standard 1-D model. Traditionally, many horizons in the shallow lithosphere are 

not discernable at the frequencies available in global seismic studies (typically 

approximately 0.01 Hz), but we are able to resolve stacked images to approximately 

0.5 Hz allowing us to see features such as the Moho and the Lithosphere-

Asthenosphere-Boundary.  
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CHAPTER II 

GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

The Lithosphere 

 The lithosphere of the earth is the rigid external layer containing the crust and 

the upper mantle that moves with the tectonic plates. This concept was first developed 

by A.E.H. Love in 1911 (Love, 1911) and observed by the difference in gravitational 

anomaly above continental crust. The rocks in this zone behave as a brittle shell that 

glides on top of a hotter and partially melted asthenosphere. The earth’s lithosphere is 

further divided into what is termed the continental lithosphere and the oceanic 

lithosphere. These subdivisions are necessary due to the striking difference in crustal 

thickness and composition of these two geologic regimes.   

The continental lithosphere is much thicker than the oceanic lithosphere due to 

the principle of isostasy. The lower density craton roots in the mantle (~300km) help 

to balance the large vertically expansive mountains. Though continental crust is 

thought to be around 35km thick, strong (~200km) thick high velocity zones 

representing continental lithosphere is underlain by weaker, fast anomalies below 

250km that supplement the idea of ultra-deep roots (Kustowski et al., 2008; O'Reilly 

et al., 2009). Continental crust is mostly granitic in composition and has an average 

density of about 2.7 g/cm3. Nearly all continental crust is thought to have originated 

from the fractional melting of oceanic crust given that oceanic crust is always being 

created at spreading ridges and is the only means of generating new crust.  
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 Oceanic crust is relatively thin, around 7 – 10km and is more dense than 

continental crust, typically around 2.9 g/cm3. Oceanic lithosphere thickens as it ages, 

related to its conductive cooling properties. Oceanic lithosphere is also relatively thin, 

about 50 – 100km, but shallows to crustal depths at the mid-ocean ridges. This is 

explained through tectonic studies by rising asthenosphere at ridges where new crust is 

extruded but also is thinned due to stretching and heat (Cannat et al., 1992; Roberts et 

al., 1993). The chemical composition of melt is sensitive to pressure and degree of 

melting, resulting in local geochemical differences in oceanic crust (Korenaga and 

Kelemen, 2000). In traditional teleseismic studies, however, this level of resolution is 

not achievable and will be difficult to see. Oceanic crust, however, is largely 

dominated by basalt and gabbro, mafic rocks that overlie ultramafic mantle material. 

Since oceanic lithosphere is denser than its continental counterpart, it tends to subduct 

underneath the less dense plate at subduction zones. This implies then that oceanic 

lithosphere is substantially younger on average as it is being recycled constantly. In 

fact, the oldest oceanic crust is found to be about 340 Ma (Granot, 2016) whereas the 

oldest continental crust was recently found to be 4.4 Ga (Valley et al., 2014). Oceanic 

lithosphere is also very strong as shown by bulges in sea floor topography, geoid 

anomalies, and other features that extend into the oceanic lithosphere from loads at 

trenches and sea mounts; oceanic lithosphere is therefore able to support loads over 

extended periods of time (Kirby and Kronenberg, 1987). 

The interface of the lithosphere and the asthenosphere is known as the 

Lithosphere-Asthenosphere Boundary (LAB). Seismologically, this boundary marks a 
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change from the colder, faster lithospheric material above to the warmer, lower 

velocity material below. The LAB is also (geochemically) the change from depleted to 

refertilised lithospheric peridotite signatures, indicating the effects of asthenospheric 

composition intrusions (Malkovets et al., 2007). The LAB is observed in seismic 

experiments that show a sharp shear-wave velocity decrease associated with the 

change in viscosity due to temperature and pressure around 90 - 110km below 

continental crust and 35 - 120km beneath ocean basins (Rychert et al., 2005). This 

boundary is also coincident with the Gutenburg discontinuity (“G”) (Gutenberg, 1948) 

where he observed a low velocity layer between 80 – 100km. In recent studies, 

however, the G is found to be a sharp negative velocity contrast at 40-75km in the 

middle lithosphere from high frequency SS bounce point precursors (Schmerr, 2012). 

Schmerr (2012) hypothesizes that the G’s reflectivity is locally enhanced by melting 

processes including upwellings, convection, and fluid extraction during subduction.  

 

Hotspots and Mantle Plumes 

 Mantle plumes are large, cylindrical accumulations of mantle material 

associated with great temperature anomalies (hotter than surrounding material). This 

material can rise through the lithosphere and present itself at the surface of the earth as 

a volcano. The origin of these mantle plumes is a hotly debated topic with some 

authors believing that the material originates at the core-mantle boundary (CMB) with 

associated velocity anomalies (Davies, 1988; Kincaid and Olson, 1987; Loper, 1984; 

Williams et al., 1998). These plumes do not all, however, correspond with a velocity 
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anomaly directly beneath the surface; some plumes may deviate from their vertical 

pathway with differing lithospheric composition or plate movement (Kerr and 

Mériaux, 2004; Steinberger* and O’Connell, 1998) 

 The depths to the top and base of the transition zone (410km and 660km) are 

important to seismologists because they may change in the presence of heat. The study 

of these seismic discontinuities began over 90 years ago with the recognition of an 

uncharacteristic bend in the P wave travel time curve near 20 degrees (Byerly, 1926). 

Later, workers studied these transition zone discontinuities from top and bottom side P 

reflections, P-S conversions beneath receivers at the discontinuities, and P-S near 

source conversions, summarized in Shearer (1991). The 410km seismic discontinuity 

is hypothesized to be caused by an endothermic transition from olivine to β-spinel 

(wadsleyite). The 660km seismic discontinuity is experimentally hypothesized in 

mineral physics to be the exothermic transition from γ-spinel (ringwoodite) to 

perovskite. Given their thermal attributes, in the presence of heat, the transition zone 

should thin. That is, the 410km discontinuity should deepen and the 660km 

discontinuity should shallow due to their positive and negative Clapeyron slopes, 

respectively (Shearer, 1991). In the case of a hotspot such as Iceland, mantle transition 

zone thinning is observed (Ito et al., 1999). The 660km seismic discontinuity is often 

difficult to identify beneath hotspot islands due to a number of reasons. Primarily, high 

temperatures due to the anomaly would lead to the breakdown of ringwoodite into 

majorite garnet and magnesiowustite in a pyrolite mantle (Weidner and Wang, 1998), 
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which lowers the amplitudes of the P660P reflections (Deuss, 2009; Saki et al., 2015; 

Schmerr and Thomas, 2011). 

	 At the time mantle plumes were beginning to become a popular concept, they 

were thought to originate deep in the mantle and mix with surrounding rock while 

rising to generate heterogeneous material by the time it formed sea mounts (Morgan, 

1971). Recent simulations of mantle plumes, however, reveal that the geochemically 

heterogeneous nature of mantle plumes begins at the source of the plume, rather than 

accumulating during its ascent (Farnetani et al., 2002). This suggests that depleted 

components in plumes such as Iceland and Hawaii is due to recycled ancient depleted 

rock, rather than a depleted upper mantle. Despite this, some believe that hotspot 

volcanism cannot solely be explained by mantle plumes originating at the CMB 

(Courtillot et al., 2003; Koppers and Staudigel, 2005). Instead, many authors believe 

that there are multiple sources that can contribute to a conventional mantle plume 

(Figure 2.1) (Courtillot et al., 2003). Type 1 hotspots are classic hotspots that originate 

at the CMB and rise vertically to the surface. Type 2 are wide features that include 

multiple smaller plumes that originate at much shallower depths. Type 3 are not 

associated with traditional mantle plumes and originate in areas of lithospheric 

divergence. 
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North Atlantic Ocean 

The research in this project is focused on the part of the North Atlantic Ocean 

known as the North Atlantic Igneous Province (NAIP). The NAIP encompasses the 

area from Greenland to Norway (Figure 2.2).  

Figure 2.1. Models of ocean-island and seamount-trail formation after Koppers (2011) and 
Courtillot et al., (2003). Hotspot type 1 is a classic style of hotspot, originating at the CMB based on 
the findings of Morgan in 1971. Hotspot type 2 includes smaller plumes originating at shallower 
depths. Hotspot type 3 is not related to a mantle plume and is formed where oceanic lithosphere 
cracks or extends. 
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The NAIP is a large region with an approximate area of 1.3x106 km2 (Artemieva et al., 

2013). The geology is dominated by basalts that cover the ocean floor beneath the 

Atlantic Ocean. The lithosphere of this region is found to be full of tholeiitic (sub-

alkaline composition found most often in areas of crustal separation and subduction) 

magmas which are common at mid ocean ridges (Engel and Engel, 1964). This leads 

to the idea that islands of the alkali basalts are formed from the chemical 

differentiation in shallow pockets of magma. The NAIP is rather well studied because 

Figure 2.2. North Atlantic Ocean depicting ridge axes, bathymetry, and hotspot tracks from Lawver and Müller 
(1994) (blue) and Forsyth et al. (1986) (purple) (Mjelde et al., 2008). 
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of the extensive Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) that runs through the center of the 

province as well as the Iceland hotspot. The MAR is a relatively slow spreading ridge, 

diverging at approximately 1-2cm/yr (Marquart et al., 2007). 

The Atlantic Ocean began rifting at approximately 170 Ma in the southern 

hemisphere and reached western Greenland around 80 Ma. The NAIP region opened 

in the early Tertiary by Greenland spreading away from Northwest Europe, and North 

America away from Greenland (White and McKenzie, 1989). The area is composed of 

the northern Labrador Sea near Greenland, the Greenland-Norwegian Basin, and the 

Iceland Sea. White and McKenzie 1989 go on to explain that at 65 Ma the Caledonian 

margins of Greenland and Baltica were rifted apart during the opening of the ocean. At 

55 Ma the MAR jumped to the Eastern margin of Greenland, which is thought to be 

associated with the movement of the Iceland hotspot, which arrived under central to 

Southeast Greenland around 58 Ma. This caused rifting and plume-related volcanism 

in the West, North, and East margins of Greenland until it initiated continental 

breakup. In the early phases of the plume, it was located to the West of the MAR and 

eventually caused the rift jump from the Aegir Ridge to the present Kolbeinsey Ridge 

(Marquart et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2008; White and McKenzie, 1989). Plate motion 

vectors in the region indicate a westward migration of the spreading ridge, which 

explains the fact that after the initial volcanic phase in the NAIP ceased, it was 

renewed around 20 Ma as shown in the geochemistry of the basalts in the region 

(Marquart et al., 2007). The ridge axis, in other words, moved close enough to the 

dying plume that the hot material could seep to the surface with less resistance and 
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generate enough melt production to renew the volcanic activity that lead to the 

formation of Iceland (Artemieva et al., 2013; Mihalffy et al., 2008). 

The primary process responsible for the major element heterogeneity in the 

mantle is the removal or addition of heterogeneous basalt via melting and subduction, 

respectively. As a means of measurement, aphyric lavas erupted at various locations in 

the NAIP (High MgO - > 8.5 wt%) are used to characterize the nature of melt 

(Korenaga and Kelemen, 2000). Low Mg# peridotite in areas such as East and 

Southeast Greenland is shown to be fertile, producing more melt with lower MgO % 

than other rocks such as pyrolite (another upper mantle rock). Many authors, i.e. 

(Chauvel and Hémond, 2000; Schilling, 1973) etc., believe the source of the Iceland 

plume to be recycled oceanic crust stored in the mantle since the end of the Archean. 

The melting of this crust, therefore, can be shown to be directly correlated to the 

production of the alkali basalts in the region. The melting of the clinopyroxene-

plagioclase gabbroic portion of the recycled crust provided the necessary Mg and Ni. 

The tholeiites (tholeiitic basalts) in the region are suggested to be a mixture of the two 

sources (Chauvel and Hémond, 2000). Gilotti and McClelland (2007) conducted an 

experiment that showed the presence of an East-dipping high velocity slab in the 

region. Figure (2.3) shows the receiver function (RF) analysis conducted along with an 

interpreted cartoon representing the shape and orientation of the subducting slab of 

interest. Schiffer et al. (2014) finds this subducting plate to contain eclogized crust and 

a serpentinized mantle wedge, indicating the presence of water, from the offset 

observed in the depths to the Moho potentially related to a gap of intermediate 
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velocities. This slab is shown to have pre-dated the major west-dipping slab 

corresponding to the collision of Laurentia and Baltica.  

 

  

	

	

	

	

	

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. RF analysis of the subducting slab (Schiffer et al., 2014). Triangles represent the station locations. 
Red colors on A and B represent positive PS conversions while blue represents negative conversions. M is the 
Moho conversion, S is the sub-Moho conversion. A is the final migrated RF profile, B is the same as A but 
with migrated synthetic RFs and realistic noise. C is a west-east cross section through a 3D P-wave velocity 
model. 
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Zhu et al. (2013) contributed to the idea of an ancient subduction by showing the 

presence of water in the transition zone. Water at these depths are not naturally 

occurring and are hypothesized by Zhu et al. (2013) to likely be representative of the 

forced transport via subduction. Zhu et al. (2013) goes on to explain the timing of this 

subduction by associating it with the closure of the Iapetus Ocean during the 

Caledonian Orogeny. Schiffer et al. (2015) strengthens this argument by matching the 

East Greenland east-dipping slab with another east-dipping slab in Northern Scotland 

using RFs. Schiffer et al. (2015) goes on to explain that the subduction zone discussed 

here is likely a causative agent for the “formation of the NAIP, the occurrence of early 

Cenozoic magmatism, deviation of the spreading axis, and separation of Jan Mayen 

from Eastern Greenland”.  

 

Greenland and Iceland 

The ice-covered center of Greenland may have a crustal thicknes of up to 

40km according to teleseismic receiver functions (Dahl-Jensen et al., 2003) and is also 

supported by gravity studies (Leftwich et al., 2005). The outer edges of Greenland, 

however, have crustal thicknesses slightly less than observed at the center, to 

approximately 30-40km. Eastern Greenland, in particular where the Iceland hotspot is 

thought to have passed beneath (shown in Figure 2 as 40 in purple and 50 in blue) is 

shown to have thicknesses from 24-26km (Kumar et al., 2007). Greenland was 

underlain by anomalously low Mg# mantle during initial rifting, which according to 

Korenaga and Kelemen (2000) may explain the combination of low seismic velocities 
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and the presence of thick igneous crust. Recent studies have found a unique 

correlation between velocity perturbation plots, using P and S wave models, and the 

predicted path of the Iceland hotspot (Rogozhina et al., 2016) found below in figure 

2.4 and the predicted geothermal flux 5 km below the bedrock (Figure 2.5). These 

authors find that, when comparing zones of great geothermal flux and topography, 

there is a strong correlation related to lithospheric thinning and evidence of previous 

magmatism. Rogozhina and colleagues (2016) interpret the geothermal anomaly, with 

samples of mafic dyke fragments beneath cores, as being evidence of a large volcanic 

crater or caldera under north-central Greenland which they speculate could be plume-

related. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Lithospheric anomalies beneath Greenland. (a) S-wave model at 120 km depth. (b) P-wave 
velocity model at 150 km depth. Circles indicate plume location with dates, hashed areas represent magma 
intrusions, and triangles represent ice core and bedrock borehole locations (Rogozhina et al., 2016) 
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Iceland, located at the intersection of the MAR and the Greenland-Iceland-

Faroe Ridge, is in a region of both hotspot volcanism and diverging plates 

(Sigmundsson and Saemundsson, 2008). Iceland has formed here due to the drifting 

nature of the mantle plume and the aforementioned westerly motion of the overlying 

plate. Figure (2.6) shows the drift of the location of the Iceland hotspot as well as the 

continents in the region. Iceland and the MAR are characterized by a topographic 

Figure 2.5. Geothermal flux predicted at 5 km below the bedrock surface (Rogozhina et al., 2016) 
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swell (Figure 2.7) (Allen et al., 2002a). The thickest crust in Iceland is approximately 

40-41km thick and lies directly above the center of the mantle plume. Approximately 

35km thick crust lies in Eastern Iceland between the current plume center and the 

Faroe-Iceland ridge. Crust in the region generally thins away from the plume center 

radially.  

The upper mantle below Iceland is found to be characterized by relatively low 

densities below the rift zone, suggesting higher temperatures and partial melting 

(Darbyshire et al., 2000). Ito et al. (1999) explains that the bathymetric swell reflects 

the transport of this low density material away from the plume and that at distances of 

500-800km from the plume the oceanic crust tapers from 10km to 6km, 

 

 

	

	

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	

	

Figure 2.6. Hotspot track (red triangle) and plate motion of the North Atlantic (Lawver et al., 2002). 
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reflecting the limit of the hot, less dense, material. Ito et al. (1999) also finds that the 

extraction of water from the mantle, due to partial melting at mid-ocean ridges, 

increases density and viscosity of the remaining residuum by up to 2 or 3 orders of 

magnitude. This essentially acts to prevent buoyancy forces from contributing to 

plume upwelling above the dry solidus line given its increased density. Ito and others 

find that above the dry solidus, plume viscosity may be 50 times greater  

 

Figure	2.7.	Topography	of	seafloor	in	the	North	Atlantic.	There	are	noticeable	swells	over	Iceland	and	the	MAR	
(Sigmundsson,	2006).	
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than below the dry solidus. In addition, they find that the Iceland plume may have 

twice the amount of water per unit volume as the surrounding upper mantle material 

making it much less viscous than the surrounding residuum. Beneath Iceland, a low 

velocity anomaly is shown, from body and surface wave tomography, to extend from 

the Moho to a depth of approximately 250km. Allen et al. (2002b) argues that the 

velocity anomaly is a plume head. Allen and others go on to image the plume, finding 

that the cylindrical area beneath the plume head has a radius of approximately 100km 

and velocity anomalies of -2% for Vp and  -4% for Vs down to the maximum depth of 

resolution in the study, 400km (Figure 2.8). The estimates of the radius of the plume 

have been decreasing as a result of improved imaging techniques. For example,  

Figure 2.8. Cross sections through the mantle; S wave velocity model ICEMAN-S. a and b are absolute velocity 
variations. c and d are relative velocity anomalies. Cross section lines intersect as to show full geometry of 
anomaly (Allen et al., 2002a). 
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Bijwaard and Spakman (1999) found the plume shaft to have a diameter of 

approximately 500km and a plume head with a diameter of 1200km early on. 

   The Iceland hotspot does not rise perfectly vertically from the CMB as shown 

in Figure 2.1, but rather is tilted due to a combination of factors. Jason Morgan (1983) 

finds that both conduits beneath Iceland and Jan Mayen are tilted to the southeast as a 

response to the westward movement of the MAR. Marquart et al. (2007) find that 

upwellings in the upper and lower mantle are laterally shifted due to the tilted nature 

of the conduit, which results in a strong horizontal flow component near 660km depth 

assuming the plume is initiated at the CMB. Regional temperature models from the 

same study find a predicted +200 degrees Celsius anomaly in the upper mantle below 

Iceland that disappears near the Greenland margin. This observation is consistent with 

the work of Bijwaard and Spakman (1999) who suggest the conduit anomaly starts 

beneath the Southern tip of Greenland. 

 Rickers et al. (2013) suggest low velocities beneath both the Iceland and Jan 

Mayen hotspots through the transition zone and into the lower mantle (Figure 2.9). 

They observe high velocities, however, between the two hotspots indicating separate 

conduits. Allen et al. (2002a) further note that in central and southern Iceland, the 

transition zone is approximately 20km thinner than the surrounding region which is 

consistent with predicted responses of the transition zone given the chemistry of the 

boundaries and the hypothesized temperature anomalies. Hung et al. (2004) also finds 

that the transition zone beneath Iceland is hot and thin in direct relationship to slower 

velocities in the mantle based on observations of P-S conversions at seismic 
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discontinuities. Saki et al. (2015) confirm the large depressions of up to 24 km on the 

410km discontinuity beneath the Iceland hotspot and shallowing of the 660km 

discontinuity to the southwest of the hotspot.  

 

 

Research in PP and SS Waves 

 Geophysicists often use PP and SS waves to study deep structure in the earth, 

particularly the mantle transition zone from 410km to 660km (Chambers et al., 2005; 

Deuss, 2009; Flanagan and Shearer, 1998; Helffrich, 2000; Lawrence and Shearer, 

2006; Ritsema et al., 2002; Schäfer et al., 2009). These wave paths are, by definition, 

waves that takeoff as a P or S wave, bounce at the free surface, and return to the 

surface as the same phase. In studying the transition zone however, we are more 

interested in the waves that bounce at the underside of seismic discontinuities to give 

us more information about the topography and thickness of the zone, termed PdP or 

SdS phases where d is a specific depth (i.e. P410P or S660S) (Figure 2.10). 

Figure 2.9. Velocity perturbations at depths throughout the transition zone suggesting low velocities 
particularly beneath Iceland and Jan Mayen Rickers et al., (2013). 
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Information obtained from these reflections is important because it provides the 

mineralogical and geodynamical states of the mantle (Deuss, 2009). In contrast to 

traditional small-offset seismic reflection where deeper reflections arrive later than 

shallower ones, teleseismic waves permit the deeper boundary reflections to arrive 

earlier, given that they reach the bounce point sooner than those that travel to the 

surface, shown in figure 2.9. These early deep arrivals ahead of the main PP or SS 

phase are what we term precursors and can be observed in the seismic wave train 

associated with a particular seismic event (Figure 2.11).  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Ray paths for PP (free surface) and P660P (underside reflection off the 660 km seismic 
discontinuity). 
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The primary detectable discontinuities are the 410km, 520km, and 660km 

discontinuities, but there has been work done in recent years showing the existence of 

250km, 380km and 720km discontinuities. As is the case with the 660km, the lesser 

known discontinuities are often lost in scattered energy of the wave, specifically in the 

coda (decaying amplitudes due to scattered energy or superposition of arrivals). To 

record robust teleseismic reflections, sufficient amounts of ray coverage are necessary 

to generate decent resolution of the data. Deuss (2009) discusses the importance and 

popularity of the PP/SS precursor method given that the sensitivity of the readings are 

not directly underneath the station, but rather lie at the midpoint between the source 

Figure 2.11. Observed seismic waves for two locations in the study by Deuss (2009) (solid lines) and 
synthetics based off the PREM model (dashed lines). Seismic discontinuities are detected as slight 
abnormalities in the preceding wiggles. 
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and receiver. Also, the PP and SS methods allow for the study beneath oceanic 

environments whereas techniques such as receiver functions are useless since they are 

only sensitive to structure directly beneath the receiver.  

 

Studies Using PP Precursors 

 Schäfer et al. (2009) focused on imaging the 410km and 520km discontinuity 

using improved stacking techniques. In selecting their data, they manually chose 

spikes based on their relative amplitudes from stations in the IRIS and GEOFON 

networks. They chose epicentral distances between 60 and 180 degrees. They had 

trouble finding the P410P and P660P in the ranges of 116 - 127 degrees and 121 - 129 

degrees respectively due to the strong PKiKP phase (Figure 2.12). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Seismograms involved in the Schäfer et al. (2009) study illustrating the difficulty in identifying 
clear reflections at the deeper discontinuities due to the PKiKP phase in Asia (left) and the Mid Pacific Ocean.  
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 Deuss et al., (2006) experimented with different periods of the seismic phases 

(short periods of 8 to 75s and longer period stacks of 15-75s) to better resolve deeper 

discontinuities. They stack data to suppress incoherent noise associated with each 

trace to enhance the precursors and use the long-period band to remove short period 

noise in order to make all of their data consistent. From here they found that, as 

expected, the 410km and 520km discontinuities were visible, but they needed to alter 

their approach to detect the 660km discontinuity. Deuss and others then broke their 

global data set into geographical areas as to promote the importance of higher 

resolution regionally, and compared the long and short period bands (Figure 2.13). 

The shorter period bands resulted in the PP phase having a wavelength and Fresnel 

zone similar to the SS, and some long period reflections showing two peaks at 660km 

and 720km. They conclude, therefore, that the null results from previous PP studies 

may be due to the fact that the 660km discontinuity is extremely variable on a regional 

scale and that large reflections can cancel each other out. Deuss et al. (2006) also find 

that their observations imply a non-zero change in the bulk modulus and large changes 

in density as compared to previous studies (Estabrook and Kind, 1996; Shearer and 

Flanagan, 1999). Deuss et al. (2006) suggest that the global distribution of the 

observations corresponds with the regions of dense PP data points, indicating that the 

discontinuity may become more visible in stacks as more data become available.  
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 More recent studies (i.e. (Grad and Tiira, 2012; Lou and van der Lee, 2014) 

have used P and S teleseismic events to study specifically the depths to the Moho and 

other discontinuities in earth’s mantle. Due to this enhancement of data quality, we are 

also able to use scattered teleseismic energy off of major structural features to tell us 

more about the nature of the mantle and the specific nature of key structural anomalies 

(Cafferky and Schmandt, 2015; Liu et al., 2016; Maeda et al., 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Comparison of PP precursors in two geographic regions, Canada (left) and Greenland/North Pole 
(right) from the Deuss et al. (2006) study. (B) Stacked traces using longer period bands from 15-75s and (C) 
shorter period bands of 8-75s. Double spikes in this figure are shaded in grey and are potentially due to the 
complications of the SS waves and the similar Fresnel zones. (D) and (E) are similar, but are in a different region.  
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CHAPTER III 

DATA & PROCESSING METHODS 

Data 

 The use of PP (an underside reflection of a P-wave reflected as a P-phase at its 

midpoint) data is advantageous to the study of the crust and mantle of any region on 

earth because a seismometer is not required in the area of interest. Instead, we can 

image the area using the underside bounce points or P phases in the region and infer 

the depth of discontinuities by exploiting the differences in the arrival times of the PP 

phase that reflects off the surface and the PdP phases from discontinuities at depth.  

 This project uses more data and stations than has been previously available in 

past studies. The data for this project were downloaded from the IRIS Data 

Management Center. After screening of the data for useable signal and removing data 

with interference from other events than the expected PP phase (i.e. local or regional 

events) 14,855 useable PP waveforms were found in the study region. High quality PP 

data is much more abundant and covers the Northern Atlantic compared to the amount 

of SS waveforms (Figures 3.1 and 3.2). For this reason, we chose to move forward 

with only PP data. 
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Figure 3.1. PP bounce points contained in the area of interest. Countries are shaded in yellow and bounce 
points are indicated as red crosses.   

Figure 3.2. SS bounce points contained in the area of interest. Countries are shaded in yellow and bounce 
points are indicated as red crosses. SS data is significantly less than PP. 
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Processing 

 The processing sequence for the PP waveforms is summarized in Figure 3.3. 

Additional information on each step is found in Appendix A. The program scripts can 

be found in Appendix D. 

 

 

 

 The processing sequence begins by selecting windows for the PP arrival time 

to allow for precursor information down to approximately 700km (120 seconds before 

the first P arrival to 200 seconds after the first ScS arrival). PP waves with underside 

reflections from greater depths will arrive at stations sooner than those that reflect off 

of shallower reflections. The opposite is true in traditional exploration in which energy 

Download

Cut

Filter	and	
Sort

QC Cross-
correlation

Raytrace

Beamform

QC Stack

Depth	Map

Figure 3.3.  Processing sequence completed in this study. 
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is reflected off shallow layers and returns to the surface quicker than those from 

greater depths. To avoid interference from unwanted phases (Figure 3.4) only 

earthquake events with a magnitude of 5.8 or greater and great circle arc values of 

more than 60 degrees from source to receiver were allowed to pass through an initial 

filter to capture clear strong arrivals given an acceptable signal to noise ratio. By 

searching beyond the 60-degree boundary, we avoid complication or interference from 

phases such as triplications, the lithosphere, and the transition zone.   
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Next, the data are detrended, tapered, and filtered with a Gaussian filter to 

enhance signal to noise ratio. Detrending works by removing a moving average of our 

Figure 3.4.  Long period stacks showing seismic phases calculated from the IASP91 model (Kennett and 
Engdahl, 1991) from (Astiz et al., 1996). Data cut before 60 degrees (highlighted in red) to avoid interference 
with PcP and P phases, though PKS and PKIKP also interfere but can be eliminated through quality control. 
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raw data; we do this to avoid instabilities in the deconvolution due to a large step in 

the data values at either end of the data stream. We taper the data by zeroing out the 

noise on either side of the data. Finally, we filter the data using a Gaussian filter to 

remove higher frequency phases that could include unwanted noise and due to 

scattering near the source. Figure 3.5 shows two traces, before and after the tapering 

and filtering process, illustrating the increased signal to noise ratio of the PP arrival 

after filtering and tapering. 

Data are then sorted by signal to noise ratio using a standard deviation filter 

(Appendix A) that looks at the difference in the largest peak and the background noise. 

The data are sorted into bins based on their signal to noise ratio named: 

• “High”	signal	to	noise	

• “Mid”	signal	to	noise	

• “Low”	signal	to	noise	
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  After the data are cut and sorted, they are manually quality controlled (QC) 

by analyzing the exact timing of the PP arrival and its relative amplitude. The QC 

process is necessary because of the inconsistency of the data quality between events 

and stations. For example, the following two figures display two events from different 

Figure 3.5. The same trace before (above) and after (below) the process of tapering and filtering in which 
the PP arrival is made much more clear and the noise in the precursor information is greatly reduced. 
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stations in the same year (2011) that were considered by the signal to noise standard 

deviation filter as “high signal to noise” (Figures 3.6 and 3.7). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Data from the IC LSA seismic station in southwest China. This data contains a clear PP arrival but 
differs significantly from that in figure 4.5 which was also assigned the rating of “high” signal to noise ratio. 
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In order for a file to continue on beyond the QC stage, it must have been relatively 

noise-free with no obvious phase or large noise pulses interfering with the PP phase 

and precursors thereof (Figure 3.8 (a)). An example of a bad seismogram is shown in 

Figure 3.8 (b). The noise of the seismogram is too strong, masking the true signal of 

the arrival. This sample was excluded from further processing. We expect to see a 

clear PP arrival at the vertical red line, and expect the signal in the data to rise above 

the noise level. We looked through all the data labeled as high signal to noise 

manually to identify useable data for use as reference phases in a later step to identify 

Figure 3.7. Data from the Transportable Array seismic station in Witts Springs, Arkansas, USA. This data contains a 
clear PP arrival but lacks the ringing that the data in figure 4.4 has.  
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useable data with lower signal to noise. If we did not identify at least 30 reference 

phases in the high signal to noise group, we continued selecting reference phases from 

the mid signal to noise data until 90 reference PP waveforms were identified. 

 

 Figure 3.8 (a). A sample seismogram in the QC program displaying the PP arrival in the appropriate location, 
matching with the red line and relatively noise free.   
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Cross-Correlation 

Following the QC process and initial sorting, we cross-correlated all 

waveforms with the reference phases and retained data that had correlation 

coefficients of .55 or more with at least 3 of the reference waveforms. Cross-

correlation is a similarity filter that compares seismic traces to identify signal 

overlooked in the QC process. Specifics on the mechanics of the cross-correlation 

process can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Raytracing 

 Following the cross-correlation process, we must set up a table of reference 

times for each event and receiver pair for each waveform that we retained. To find the 

Figure 3.8 (b). A sample seismogram in the QC program that has a substantial amount of noise, masking the signal. 
This seismogram would be eliminated from the processing sequence.  
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bouncepoint and build the travetime table for the difference in arrival times for all 

possible PdP phases and the PP phase for depths (d) from the surface to 700 km, we 

raytraced through the 3-D global velocity model, GYPSUM (Simmons et al., 2012). 

These midpoints will be used later to group these data into stacking bins and the travel 

time tables will be used later when we stack these data to convert to depth. Built using 

approximately 2.8 million P and Pn waves that are reprocessed, the P-wave program 

(LLNL-G3Dv3) is developed using a spherical tessellation framework (Figure 3.9) 

allowing accurate representation of discontinuous layers as well as non-linear surfaces. 

The model consists of 57 layers with an increasing number of vertices (figure 3.10) 

and allows for the bending of seismic waves through the heterogeneous, locally 

anomalous earth that a classic 1D model would not be able to accommodate.    

 

 

Figure 3.9. Depiction of spherical tessellation framework vertices that comprise the layering of the LLNL-
G3Dv3 model developed by (Simmons et al., 2012). 
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Beamforming 

The next step in the processing sequence involves beamforming (Figure 3.11). 

Beamforming is a process that stacks seismograms from a single event that were 

recorded at neighboring stations (defined by a beam radius) after aligning the events 

using cross-correlation. Such a beamed seismogram was produced for each event 

receiver pair using stations within a given “beam” radius around the station. The 

beaming was performed for radii of 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 degrees. Figure 3.12 shows 

Figure 3.10. Layers built in the LLNL-G3Dv3 model developed by (Simmons et al., 2012) that help to represent the 
true bending of seismic waves in the 3D Earth. 
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example beamform radii for a given data point and a larger radius for the source 

channel. 
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Figure 3.11. Beamforming overview. Waves are aligned at the PP bouncepoint in a radius on the receiver 
end such that the radius at the receiver end is twice the radius at the bouncepoint. 
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Simultaneous Iterative Deconvolution 

To maximize the frequency content of the data, we use the method of 

simultaneous iterative deconvolution (Ligorría and Ammon, 1999). Deconvolution 

essentially reverses the process of convolution by removing the source mechanism to 

produce the delta spike-train (Earth response) function that represents the reflectivity 

in earth. 

Iterative deconvolution works to build the function pulse by pulse. We use the 

Time-Domain Iterative Deconvolution (TID) process outlined below after Huang et 

al., (2016): 

r

r

Figure 3.12. Beamforming radii. “r” in this context represents a certain radius used to beam based on 2 
certain events. The radius marked “source” is noticeably larger in order to remove local effects of receivers 
and to get a better depiction of the true signal. 
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• The data is cross-correlated by a source function (the tapered PP phase 

with precursors zeroed out) which is extracted from each seismogram 

• Cross-correlations are aligned and moveout corrected in order to 

include stacking of data from different ray parameters or different 

azimuths 

• Stack cross-correlation functions and detect the time delay and 

amplitude for the largest peak and build a receiver function pulse by 

pulse 

• Convolve the resultant observed seismogram by the current estimate of 

the receiver function  

• Construct residual seismogram by subtracting the synthetic seismogram 

from the observed seismogram 

• Iterate 80 times, which is found by Huang et al. (2016) to be the point 

at which the useable signal is exhausted and the error seems to 

approach zero (or flatten out) 

 

 In areas where the PP bounce point at the sea surface, a ‘ghost’ arrival often 

appears as a result of the larger amplitude of the PdP phase from the ocean floor 

(POP) and the PP phase from ocean surface (PP). The POP acts as a second source 

function in the deconvolution but with a smaller difference in time between the PdP 

and the POP. As a result there will be two phases from each discontinuity after 

deconvolution, one at the proper depth caused by the deconvolution of the PdP by the 
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PP and a second shallower phase (about 30 km shallower for a 5 km water depth) due 

to the deconvolution of the PdP phase by the POP. To remove this shallower ghost 

phase, and collapse both phases to the proper depth, we remove the POP phase from 

the source function by deconvolving the observed waveform by a synthetic PP 

response function. This PP response is produced by raytracing though a model with an 

ocean depth equal to that of the ocean depth at the bouncepoint of the data. 

Stacking 

 Finally, the data are stacked as to minimize noise and scattering near the 

source and receivers (Figure 3.13). Rather than doing iterative deconvolution followed 

by stacking we combine the stacking and deconvolution into one step where, in each 

iteration of the deconvolution, we convert the cross-correlation functions to depth and 

stack them to identify the strongest phase. That phase is then removed from all the 

seismograms and pulse with the appropriate amplitude is added to the PP-function. We 

use a variable bin size in producing these “stacked” PP-functions.  
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 As an extra step to verifying the continuity of the horizons we are interpreting, 

we use a program that is designed to map depths to a specific horizon, explained in 

Appendix B. All results in this project are displayed using one-iteration of smoothing, 

but results of up to two iterations of smoothing are included in Appendix B.  

Figure 3.13. Illustration of the averaging of events at the receiver end of the wave. Events are averaged in 
order to enhance signal to noise ratio and eliminate noise or scattered energy from local structure.  

Averaging 
inside 
radius 
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 Finally, we compare the results of our data to a map of velocity perturbations 

generated from the GyPSuM model by Nathan Simmons and colleagues (Simmons et 

al., 2010). The velocity perturbation maps display the change in velocity at a certain 

depth represented as a percent change in velocity from the reference GyPSuM model. 

The model presents velocity perturbation data down to the core of earth. We use these 

data to interpret potential reasons for change in depths to horizons.  
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Preface 

 All data in the following images were stacked using 80 iterations of 

deconvolution as outlined in the methods section of this paper. In most cases, we show 

the interpretation using the color shaded cross sections of the stacked image because 

of clarity and phases of different amplitudes are easier to trace. On the color shaded 

plots, a map is shown showing the number of traces per bin. The hot pink colors 

indicate areas of great data density, while the yellow to orange colors represent little to 

no data density. In some cases, however, particularly in those with lower amplitudes, 

the continuity of particular features is easier to observe in the wiggle plots. Wiggle 

plots not shown in the following sections can be found in Appendix C, supplementary 

images. Frequently random positive and negative energy phases are observed 

throughout the stacks indicating a lack of geologic importance, but only those that are 

strong and regionally continuous were selected for interpretation. These horizons are 

identified in the following images with the depth that the arrival is located on the 

edges of the image i.e. P410P (indicating underside reflection from the 410 km 

discontinuity). All images are displayed with no vertical exaggeration unless 

specifically noted on the figure. Where figures are vertically exaggerated (in order to 

better identify features), we choose to identify features based on the distance in 

degrees, rather than km. We identify the strong pulses now to refer to them later in 

future sections. This project focuses on the upper mantle beneath Greenland and the 
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North Atlantic (from 50°N to 80°N latitude and from -60°W to 30°E longitude). There 

are areas in this dataset where no data is found within a bin regardless of the bin size. 

These areas are shown as white squares in map view. The P410P is evident throughout 

most of the region, though it is faint in areas of low data coverage. In regions that have 

dense ray coverage, the stacked images may appear as brighter colors (or larger 

pulses) in the vicinity of those bins. The difference in amplitudes of the PdP phases 

from different depths can be very large and can vary laterally so it is necessary to 

choose color bars that emphasize the interesting features and to make the phases of 

interest visible. Each trace was normalized by pluses from the depth range that we are 

interested in for the given phase of interest. This is helpful as it allows us to more 

easily correlate true events, however it also might distort the surrounding data in the 

vicinity. The horizontal-axis in the following stacked images will be in degrees along 

the profile that is illustrated in the corresponding map. The vertical (left) will be depth 

in km and the colorbar (right) will be amplitude (if color contour plot). The terms 

‘horizon’, ‘phase’, and ‘arrival’ seem to be used interchangeably when referring to a 

colored pulse in the stacked images but the “phase” refers to the pulse on the data and 

“horizon” refers to a specific discontinuity. 

 

Results 

We turn our attention to Greenland and stack along a North to South profile 

through the most data-rich regions (Figure 4.1).  
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Figure 4.1a. Map showing the location of the roughly North-South trending stacked profile across Greenland 
(white line).  
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Figure 4.1b. Profile of stacked PdP data along the North (left)-to-South (right) profile across Greenland shown 
in Fig. 4.1a. Horizons of interest are labeled on the sides of the figure.  
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Figure 4.1c. Profile of stacked PdP data along a North (left) to South (right) profile across Greenland 
normalizing the amplitudes in the stack from 350 to 450km. The P410P arrival is much more clear and 
consistent throughout the section in the wiggle plot. 
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The data coverage in this region is some of the densest in the entire North 

Atlantic and therefore results in the best image in the region. The positive pulse at a 

depth of 30km (Figure 4.1 (b) – P30P) is most visible in the distance ranges of 200-

500 km and 800 km along the profile. Immediately following that arrival is a strong, 

continuous negative phase (Figure 4.1 (b) - P75P) that varies in depth across the entire 

stack. This phase is shallowest in South-Central Greenland at a distance of 700 km and 

is deepest in the South near a distance of 1300 km where the transition from 

continental to oceanic crust occurs. The P75P phase is the most laterally continuous 

horizon in the stack and does not significantly decrease in amplitude across the profile. 

The P110P phase is the negative phase weakly observed in southern Greenland but is 

strong between 400-800 km along the profile where it lies at approximately 115-

130km depth. This phase seems to be shallowing from North to South and depth 

variations in this profile do not correlate with those of the shallower horizons. In the 

colorplot (Figure 4.1b) the P110P appears to be a positive phase, which could indicate 

the thermal state of that depth beneath Greenland. There are many random pulses at 

depths between 150 and 400km, but these phases are not regionally coherent so we 

will not discuss them unless the phases seem locally coherent or correlate with other 

known features, but it is noteworthy that this region is characterized by many 

occasionally strong phases more so than other depths. The next regionally significant 

phase identified in our images is the P410P associated with the 410km mantle 

discontinuity. It is strongest beneath both the Northern and Southern parts of 

Greenland and gets weaker in Central Greenland. The P410P is deepest in the North 
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(~415 or 420km deep). All the images are trace normalized to recognize the strongest 

phases in any region, but when the images are normalized by amplitudes, the P410P 

phase is more regionally consistent in character (Figure 4.1c).  

 

Northern Greenland - Svalbard 

 The next stack of interest focuses in on the northern portion of Greenland and 

offshore north of Svalbard, specifically to the Northeast where erupted flood basalts 

blanket the transition from continental to oceanic crust. Again, we choose to constrain 

our stack to the regions with the densest data coverage (Figure 4.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2a. Map of the stacked profile across Northern Greenland as shown by the white line. The stacked 
section that follows is from West to East.  
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Figure 4.2b. Stack from West (left) to East (right) of Northern Greenland using PP bounce point data. 
Horizons of interest are labeled on the right side of the figure. Amplitudes seem to be greatest at distances 
of 500 km and 800 km. This is associated with areas of very high data density. 
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The data coverage in this region is highly variable along the profile. We have 

strong coverage near the center of Greenland, at the west end of the profile, and two 

zones of dense coverage to the northeast of Greenland at the higher latitudes. The 

P50P phase is a large, regionally observed positive anomaly (Figure 4.2b – P50P) that 

is relatively thin and weak from 0 to approximately 400 km along the profile. From 

400 km to 800 km the horizon is more shallow than the horizon’s depth on either side. 

Beginning at 800 km, however, the horizon is very thick and strong. The next horizon 

of interest is a strong negative phase (Figure 4.2b – P120P). Between the distances of 

about 600 km and 1100 km the phase is split into 2 phases towards the west. On the 

two ends of the stack, however, the phase is strong and very laterally continuous. The 

P110P phase shallows from left to right along the profile. The P410P in this stack is 

very strong and prominent near the northeast portion of this stack (to the right in cross 

section). The P410P is laterally continuous in the 400-405km depth range. From 

approximately 0-800 km along the profile, the P410P phase is missing, likely due to 

poor data coverage (the phase is not visible because there is not enough data to 

illuminate it). From 0 – 400 km, however, the P410P seems to be a negative phase. If 

this in fact is an area of subduction, as has been speculated in northern Greenland, a 

negative 410 is expected. There is a deeper phase (Figure 4.2b – P490P) that is 

apparent on the northeast end of the stack in the distance range from 800 km to 1400 

km. This P490P might be related to the phase on the west end of the stack around a 

depth of 520km. There also seems to be an interesting pulse of energy on the west side 
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of the stack at a depth of about 650 km that could potentially relate to the 660 km 

discontinuity, though it is short-lived and dies out by approximately 200 km distance. 

  

Denmark Strait 

The next set of stacks of interest to this project will focus on locating the 

paleo-hotspot in the North Atlantic. As mentioned previously, the hotspot that is 

currently under Iceland is thought to have been beneath Greenland from 

approximately 80 – 40 Ma ago (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4). We begin by looking at a 

profile between Greenland and Iceland in the Denmark Strait (Figure 4.3). 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3a. Map of the stacked profile across the Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland. We choose 
to stack across the bulls-eye structure to get the highest quality data.  
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Of interest in this stack is the strong negative phase at 20km depth and the 

strong positive phase directly below it (Figure 4.3b – P20P). The P20P pulse is 

Figure 4.3b. Stack from Southwest (left) to Northeast (right) through the Denmark Strait in figure 4.3a. 
Horizons of interest are labeled on the right side of the figure.  
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apparent from the distance range of 600 km to 1200 km. The horizon also appears to 

deepen in this interval, starting at about 10km depth to the southwest and deepening to 

about 25km depth in the northeast. The negative pulse is relatively isolated and does 

not connect to any negative arrivals in either direction on the stack. Next, we look at 

the first large pulse of positive energy at 25km depth (Figure 4.3b – P25P). This 

horizon is strong in the Northern part of the straight, but weakens to the south except 

for a region with large amplitudes at a distance of 800 km from the southern end of the 

stack. The negative phase at about 110km depth (Figure 4.3b – P110P) follows suit 

with the positive phase directly above it by plunging between 600 and 1000 km along 

the profile, but it is more coherent on the southern (left) end of the stack. It becomes 

weak or is split near the center but it strong again at a distance around 900 km. We see 

the strongest pulse of this data immediately to the north (right) of the large positive 

pulse above it around 1000 km distance along the profile. The next horizon (Figure 

4.3b – P190P) is peculiar because it transitions from a positive phase to a negative 

phase around a distance of 700 km from the southwest to the northeast. From the 

distance range of approximately 1000 km to 1700 km the P190P phase has a 

shallowing trend from approximately 225 km depth at 700 km southwest to northeast 

to 190 km depth on the northeast (right) end of the stack. The P410P in this stack is 

laterally continuous from approximately 0-1200 km along the profile. At 1200 km 

distance, however, the discontinuity either splits into two pulses, a weaker one above 

at approximately 400km depth, or a stronger pulse below at about 415km depth. In the 

center of the stack near a distance of 700 km the P410P deepens to 415 km depth. 
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Similarly, at the north (right) end of the stack, the P410P on the left (south) side of the 

stack seems to split into two pulses; a weaker pulse shallower at 380 km depth and a 

stronger pulse deeper at 410 km depth.  

 

West to East Stack through Greenland and the Denmark Strait 

 The next stack of interest will be across Greenland and through the Denmark 

Strait to the western portion of Iceland from West to East (Figure 4.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4a. Map of the stacked profile from West to East across Greenland. 
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Figure 4.4b. Stack from West (left) to East (right) through Greenland.   
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The stack across Greenland is particularly important because of the nature of 

the shallowing horizons from west to east across Greenland. The first phase of interest 

is the positive horizon at approximately 40km depth on the western portion of the 

stack profile (Figure 4.4b – P40P). This horizon is strongest in the western portion of 

Greenland and disspates to the east as the profile moves offshore Greenland. The 

signal of the horizon is nearly lost completely around a distance of 400 km, but seems 

to pick back up around 750 km along the profile. In the gap from 400 km to 750 km, 

there is a negative arrival that is regionally noted at the same (40 km) depth that is 

potentially related to the negative phase above the P40P from 0 to 400 km along the 

profile. This negative phase is consistent with the most data rich region on the stack, 

across the center of Greenland. The next horizon of interest is a negative phase at 

approximately 120km depth in the East and much deeper to the West (nearly 150km 

depth) (Figure 4.4b – P120P). Unlike some of the other horizons, it continues beyond 

900 km to the East along the profile. The P410P phase in this stack is only apparent 

between the distances of approximately 500 km and 1100 km on the stack, 

corresponding to the Eastern margin of Greenland to just off the coast of Greenland in 

the Denmark Strait. The remainder of the stack is relatively incoherent. 

South Greeland to Southern Iceland 

The next stack of interest is located across the Southern margin of Greenland 

across the Denmark Strait and just south of Iceland.  
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Figure 4.5a. Map of the stacked profile from West to East across Greenland, the Denmark Strait, and just 
south of Iceland. 
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Figure 4.5b. Stack from West (left) to East (right) through Greenland, the Denmark Strait, and just south of 
Iceland. 
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Figure 4.5c. Wiggle plot of the stack from West to East through Greenland, the Denmark Strait, and just 
south of Iceland using an amplitude normalization from 380 to 440km and a 0.25Hz Gaussian filter during 
stacking. 
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The most prominent feature of this stack is the large positive P75P phase 

(Figure 4.5b – P75P). From about 800 to 1500 km along the porifle, this horizon 

appears to be dipping towards the East – Southeast. It is the strongest pulse on the 

stack as evidenced by the trace-normalized stack (Figure 4.5b) and the amplitude-

normalized stack (Figure 5.6c). The negative phase at approximately 120km depth 

(Figure 4.5b – P120P) is very disrupted but seems to be strong in pockets at distance 

ranges from 800 to 1000 km and from 1100 to 1300 km. This horizon is more or less 

consistent in amplitude throughout the stack and arrives at around 130km depth at the 

western portion of this stack. A positive horizon is apparent in this image at 

approximately 260km depth (Figure 4.5b – P260P) that appears strongest beneath the 

highest-amplitude portion of the P75P phase near a distance of 1400km. Though 

roughly consistent throughout the image, there is a portion of the stack (1000 to 1300 

km along the profile) where the amplitude of the horizon diminishes. It is, however, 

visable in  most of the stack and can be easily traced across the image. The next phase 

that is laterally coherent continuity is the P410P that seems to have the highest 

amplitude in the stack at a distance range from 300 km to 700 km. In figure 4.5c 

which is normalized by the amplitude of the P410P phase the 410km discontinuity 

appears to be laterally coherent. 

 

Subducting Slab 

The next stack will attempt to identify the east-dipping slab in figure 2.3 as 

shown by Schiffer et al., 2014. We begin by first displaying the original stacked data 
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(Signal-to-noise ratio: 3; Min-in-bin: 3; Max-bin: 2; D_lat: 0.4; Chan_D: 23; Max-In: 

120; Iterations: 80) (Figure 4.6).  

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6a. Map illustrating the line of latitude chosen to image the east-dipping slab across the northern 
margin of Greenland.  
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Figure 4.6b. Line of latitude chosen to image the east-dipping slab across the northern margin of Greenland. 
Figure is greatly vertically exaggerated in order to show true results, about 12.5 times. 
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Figure 4.6b uses the wiggle-plot method over the color-contoured image in 

order to provide a much clearer image. The negative pulse directly beneath the large 

(likely side-lobe) P10P horizon in the western portion of the stack (Figure 4.6b – 

P50P) is a strong and consistent arrival that mirrors the P10P horizon. This horizon 

abruptly ends at approximately -36 degrees longitude. The horizon at approximately 

80km depth on the eastern (right) portion of the stacked image (Figure 4.6b – P80P) is 

the phase that is near the approximate location of the east-dipping slab as proposed by 

Schiffer et al. (2014). Schiffer et al. (2014) observed the slab to begin at around -28 

degrees latitude and run until at least -20 degrees latitude beginning at about 40km 

depth and extending to beyond 150km. Given the resolution of our data, we do not see 

a strong positive phase beyond about 100km depth, but we do see a dipping reflector 

beginning at aproximately 30km depth and extending to about 100km in the same 

region as dipping horizon observed in Schiffer et al. (2014).. The P410P in this stack 

is apparent from about 5 to 25 degrees longitude, but is diminished and washed out in 

the western portion of the stack, potentially related to the lack of data coverage.  

 

North of Slab by Schiffer et al., 2014 

 The location of the next stack was chosen to identify the slab of interest along 

the northeast margin of Greenland, but uses a different set of stacking paramaters in 

order to better identify the horizon. Here we use a signal to noise ratio of 2 a minimum 

in in bin of 2, a maximum in bin of 3, a spacing in between lines of latitude of 0.5, 

data chanel 24, a maximum value in the stack of 120 (in order to include as much data 
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as possible), and 80 iterations of deconvolution (Figure 4.7). In other words, we are 

allowing in more data to be included in the stack by reducing the required signal to 

noise ratio, and we are using a larger stack radius.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7a. Map showing the line arbitrarily chosen to illustrate the slab found by Schiffer et al. 2014.   
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Figure 4.7b. Stack corresponding with the white line from figure 4.7a. Figure is approximately 2 times vertically 
exaggerated. 
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Since the stacking bin sizes were allowed to be larger, we chose to stack along 

a random line rather than choosing a line of latitude to show the stack along the most 

data rich area. The positive phase near 50km depth on the left side of the stack (Figure 

4.7b – P50P) again shows a feature dipping to the east near the suggested slab from 

Schiffer et al., 2014. This dipping reflector matches very closely with the reflector 

observed in figure 4.6b but is shown with a shaded color plot to enhance the effect of 

the horizon’s east-plunging nature in figure 2.3. The P410P is evident again in this 

plot in areas of exceptional data quality and coverage.  

Overview of the Region 

 Next, we image across the entire southern portion of the area of interest in 

attempt to identify features related to the MAR (Figure 4.8). We lower the tollerance 

of our signal to noise ratio by using a value of 4 in order to include only data that is 

Figure 4.8a. Map illustrating the random line chosen to traverse the entire southern portion of the study area 
using high quality data.   
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very crisp and high resolution. We also allow for more data to be included by 

increasing the stacking bin size as is shown in figure 4.8a. 
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Figure 4.8b. Stack corresponding with the white line from figure 4.8 (a). Figure is approximately 4 times 
vertically exaggerated. 
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The stack in figure 4.8b reveals a large positive anomaly beneath northern 

Great Britian and across the North Sea at 15 km depth. This anomaly (Figure 4.8b – 

P15P) is approximately 30-40km thick, is positive polarity, and spans from about 25 

to 35 degrees from the west end of the stack in western Greenland. This anomaly does 

not continue westward, however; this feature shallows significantly to the west and 

flips polarity at around 11 degrees from the west end of he profile. (Figure 4.8b – 

P50P) The next horizon at 50 km depth (Figure 4.8b – P50P) is a negative polarity 

horizon that shallows significantly at 13 degrees along the profile as does the horizon 

beneath it at 90km depth (Figure 4.8b – P90P). Both horizons have negative 

amplitudes and are fairly laterally continuous. These features are approximately in the 

same location in terms of longitude and correspond to the proposed location of the 

MAR just southwest of Iceland. Beneath these features are a succession of repeating 

positive and negative horizons down to about 200km depth. As the horizons get 

deeper, however, they lose lateral coherency. The 410km discontinuity in this stack is 

not too lateraly coherent, and seems to be most prominent in areas with the best data 

coverage (i.e., beneath the P15P horion in the East).  

 
Iceland 
 
 Finally, we stack two lines across Iceland (Figure 4.9 and 4.10). We now use a 

maximum number of data points in the stacking bin of 90 in order to limit the data in 

the bin as to avoid data smearing from larger bin sizes. 
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Figure 4.9a. Map illustrating the stacked section across Iceland from the southwest along the MAR to the 
North.  
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Figure 4.9b. Stack corresponding with the white line from figure 4.9a. Iceland results.  
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Figure 4.9b reveals an interesting positive arrival around 40km depth (Figure 

4.9b – P40P) preceeded by two strong negative arrivals. The positive arrival at 40km 

depth is only apparent from 800 km to 1200 km along the profile; it is surrounded on 

the West and East by negative arrivals. The arrival is one of the strongest pulses on the 

plot and coencides with the location of the hotspot. There are alternating pulses of 

positive and negativepolarity below in this region with a strong negative pulse at 

around 180km depth (Figure 4.9b – P180P). This P180P phase is fairly continuous 

across the plot with its strongest portion directly below the hotspot at around 900 km 

along the profile. The P410P arrival under Iceland is not very strong, but seems to be 

fairly consistently at the 410 km depth.  

 We also stack with a longer cross-sectional distance to compare the crust of the 

oceanic plate with that beneath Iceland (in this plot we normalize the amplitude of the 

P410P phase and changed the stack parameters to reduce the required signal to noise 

ratio to 2.5 (Figure 4.10).  
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Figure 4.10a. Map illustrating the stacked section across Iceland from the southwest along the MAR to the 
North. Length of cross section is longer as to illustrate difference in subsurface features. 
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Figure 4.10b. Stack corresponding with the white line from figure 4.10a. Figure is approximately 2 times 
vertically exaggerated.   
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 We find that we have a distinct change in depths of the interpreted 410 and 

660km discontinuities west of the island, from approximately 0-10 degrees, and 

beneath the island, from approximately 10-12 degrees. We observe that the 410km 

discontinuity southwest of the island is at about the expected depth of 410 km. The 

660 km discontinuity west of the island is also near the expected location, near 650km. 

However, we find that the 410 km discontinuity is closer to 430 km and the 660 km 

discontinuity is closer to 630 km. We also find that in the vicinity of the hotspot 

(about 11 degrees) we have several negative arrivals.   

Depth to Noteable Horizons 

 We will now focus on the lateral continuity and variations in the observed 

horizons discussed above starting with the shallowest horizon, the P25P phase (Figure 

4.11). 

 
Figure 4.11. Depth (km) to the shallow positive discontinuity (P25P) throughout the North Atlantic. Colorbar 
values are in km.  
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 The horizon in Figure 4.12 is shallowest just northwest of Iceland, North of 

Norway, and in the North Sea between the UK and Norway. The data is likely 

incorectly interpolated near southern Greenland likely as an artifact of our running 

median smoothing program. We show the depths to this horizon on a crossection of 

the PdP stack along the 79.4 degree line of latitude (Figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12. Cross section of latitude 79.4 degrees marked with our pick of the shallow horizon with a dotted 
white line. The horizon was selected due to its strong shallow nature.  
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There is a correlation between a low velocity anomaly in the GyPSuM velocity model  

in the region and the shallowing of this horizon beneath the area surrounding Iceland 

(Figure 4.13).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13. S Wave velocity perturbations for 25km depth in the North Atlantic represented as a percent 
difference, derived from the GyPSuM model. Darker red colors indicate slower velocities.  
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The next horizon we will discuss are observations of PdP phases from near 100 km 

depth (Figure 4.14). 

 

 

 We find that the nominally 100 km deep PdP phase appears deepest throughout 

central Greenland (150 km at its deepest) and shallowest beneath the UK and around 

the small islands North of Iceland. The discontinuity beneath Iceland is relatively flat, 

at around 110 km. Figure 4.15 (below) shows the 74.6 degree line of latitude with our 

picks for the P100P arrival as a dotted white line. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Depth (km) to the roughly 100km discontinuity throughout the North Atlantic. Colorbar values 
are in km.  
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Figure 4.15. Cross section of latitude 74.6 degrees marked with our pick of the 100km discontinuity with a 
dotted white line. We selected the 100km line based on observations in the area.   
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 The velocity perturbation plot for this depth (Figure 4.16) reveals a trend relating the 

heat of the MAR to the low velocity perturbation values. Negative velocity 

perturbation percentages represent slow velocities at depth, but also shed light on 

hotter areas of the region. In other words, slower velocities correlate to hotter 

temperatures as the low velocities seem to line up with the Atlantic Ridge, and are 

represented in these plots as warmer colors. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.16. S Wave velocity perturbations for 100km depth in the North Atlantic represented as a percent 
difference. Darker red colors indicate slower velocities and warmer temperatures. 
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 In producing the previous map we tried to avoid interpretation and just mapped 

the phase closest to the 100 km depth, but in the next map we tried to map the horizon 

that we believed was the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) (Figure 4.17). In 

the previous map, the phase may have been the LAB beneath some areas, but a mid-

lithosphereic discontinuity beneath other regions. 

 

The LAB appears to be deepest beneath central to southern Greenland and shallowest 

beneath he UK and the central northern Atlantic. Values are pushing 150 km deep 

beneath the thickest portion of Greenland, possibly related to the stable craton which 

typically have greaater depths of the LAB. We show a crossection of the LAB along 

the 73.8 degrees line of latitude (Figure 4.18). Figure 4.19 shows our interpreted depth 

to the 410 km discontinuity.  

 

Figure 4.17. Depth to the proposed LAB throughout the North Atlantic. Colorbar values are in km.  
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Figure 4.18. Cross section of latitude 73.8 degrees marked with our pick of the LAB with a dotted white line. 
We selected the LAB based on the strongest, most consistent negative pulse in the region.  
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 We find the P410P to be deepest northwest of Iceland, beneath northeast 

Greenland, and beneath central Norway (Figure 4.19). We found very shallow depths 

of the 410 beneath the Atlantic Ocean south and north of Iceland. Figure 4.20 shows 

our picks for the depth to the 410 km discontinuity along the 79.4 degrees line of 

latitude. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19. Depth to the 410km discontinuity throughout the North Atlantic. Colorbar values are in km.  
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Figure 4.20. Cross section of latitude 79.4 degrees marked with our pick of the 410km discontinuity with a 
dotted white line. We selected the 410 based on the strongest, most consistent positive pulse in the depth 
range. 
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 Interestingly, we see related trends in a map of  S-wave velocity pertubations at the 

410 km in the GyPSuM velocity model (Figure 4.21). S-wave velocities are expected 

to be low in regions that are hot and the 410 km discontinuity should be deepest in hot 

regions because the phase change associated with it is hypothisized to be exothermic. 

Likewise, the 410 km discontinuity appears to be shallow beneath cenral Greenland 

where high S-wave velocities are modeled. Shallow depths to the 410 and high S-

wave velocities are both normally associated with low mantle temperatures. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 4.21. S Wave velocity perturbations for the 400 km depth in the North Atlantic represented as a 
percent difference. Darker red colors indicate slower velocities and warmer temperatures. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Discussion 

 Traditionally, the resolution of PP bounce-point data does not allow for an 

identification of the Moho so we will focus more on larger, stronger horizons and 

arrange the discussions by geographic regions; first looking at Greenland followed by 

a more general overview of the North Atlantic, and then at Iceland. As in the results 

section, we use figures with no vertical exaggeration unless indicated. The horizontal-

axis of figures is distance in km unless the figure is vertically exaggerated (in which 

case the horizontal axis will be in degrees). We will begin by discussing Earth 

structure beneath Greenland.  

 

 The PdP profiles across Greenland (Fig. 4.1) are produced from the densest 

concentration of data within the region, resulting in the best images of the upper 

mantle. Since this profile runs North to South across the Greenland craton, we do not 

expect a large change in crustal thickness or shallowing in upper mantle 

discontinuities, as shown by Kumar et al. (2007). Rather, we expect to see crustal 

thickness changes in profiles that run east to west as we move from oceanic to 

continental crust and platforms. Surprisingly, the shallowest horizons on the stack 

have their shallowest depths near the center of the profile. The shallowing of this layer 

is potentially caused by tectonic uplift in the crust or local thinning of the crust. Uplift 

and thinning could be explained by the passing of a paleo-hotspot that now lies 
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beneath eastern Iceland. Figure 2.2 shows the hotspot crossing our profile between 50 

and 60 Ma from eest to west. Several authors have speculated potential tracks for the 

hotspot and the timing of its passing beneath Greenland (Forsyth et al., 1986; Lawver 

et al., 2002; and Lawver and Müler, 1994), but most agree that the hot spot passed 

beneath central Greenland between 50 and 60 Ma in the Paleogene. The rising mantle 

plume could have thinned the crust to its current thickness in central Greenland. 

Estimates to the LAB vary among authors, but all seem to have a gradational change 

from deep in western Greenland to shallow in eastern Greenland; Figure 5.1 shows the 

average depths to the LAB across the North Atlantic (Kumar et al., 2005) using S-

receiver functions. 
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Figure 5.1. Average depths to the Lithosphere-Asthenosphere boundary (LAB) from (Kumar et al., 2005). Numbers 
and letters refer to areas individually sampled in the study. 
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Artemieva and Thybo, (2008)	use large scale refraction experiments to challenge the 

results of Kumar et al., (2005), suggesting the depth to the base of the lithosphere to be 

significantly deeper and attribute the negative pulse around 100km to be an 

anonymous low velocity layer (LVL) possibly caused by mantle depletion (Figure 

5.2).  

 

 

 

Our results are similar to those by Kumar et al., (2005). We estimate the LAB 

depths across central Greenland to be nearly 80 km throughout the profile. An 

exception exists from about 600 to 900 km along the profile, where we believe it was 

thinned when the ancient hotspot passed and is characterized by a large volume of 

geothermal flux (Rogozhina et al., 2016) (Figure 2.5). We interpret the negative P75P 

 

      
          

         
         

            
        

          
           
         

         
            

        
            
           

        
          

        
           

           
           

         
       

        
           

         
       

       
        

          
      

          
            
        

         
          

            
           

        
          

            

        
         

           
     

      
       

           
         

         
          

         
          

        
         

        
          

          
         

         
        

        
        

         
          

           
         
        

       
         
            

         
          

         
         

         
          

        
         

          
           
          

        
          

  

        
         

         
         
       

            
       

          
         

          

Figure 5.2. Lithosphere thickness as is presented in (Artemieva and Thybo, 2008) 
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horizon to be the LAB (Figure 5.3). Our observation of a shallow LAB in this region 

is consistent with lithospheric thinning associated with the hotspot that passed beneath 

central Greenland approximately 60 to 50 Ma. If the true LAB is deeper, as suggested 

by Artemieva and Thybo (2008), then this negative P75P phase could be due to a mid-

lithosphere discontinuity (MLD) as discussed by Selway et al., (2015). Selway et al., 

(2015) hypothesized the existence of a globally observed LVZ that varies in depth 

between 80 km to 100 km regionally. Selway et al., (2015) attributes this velocity drop 

to a combination of increased amounts of amphibole (low velocity) in the lithosphere 

and an artifact from processing long-period seismic signals with band-width filters. 

The P30P horizon likely represents the Moho. Other horizons in this section appear 

sporadic and difficult to interpret, likely influenced by the passing of the Iceland-

hotspot. The bulbous feature at 180 km depth at 700 km along the profile is a pulse 

that we consistently observe along the track of the hotspot (labeled as hotspot effect on 

figure 5.3). The P110P horizon seems to split from a strong horizon in the north to two 

faint horizons near the hotspot track and back to one horizon again in the south. We 

interpret the P110P horizon and the horizons in the depth range from 80 km to 180 km 

to be a regional lithosphere-asthenosphere transition zone (LATZ) similar to the 

LATZ hypothesized to exist beneath the gulf coast of Texas by Ainsworth et al., 

(2014). Ainsworth et al., (2014) found a complicated transition from lithosphere to 

asthenosphere rather than a sharp boundary traditionally referred to as a LAB. In our 

case, the P110P could possibly represent the base of the LATZ. The strong pulse north 

and south of the hotspot track may be a sill from the hotspot. The split weak arrivals 
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across the hotspot track may be altered mantle, a residual from partial melt when the 

hotspot passed through the area. The P410P is strong and observable from 

approximately 200 km along the profile to the southern end of the profile at the 

expected 410 km depth (Figure 5.3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3. Interpreted north-south stack through central Greenland. Dashed lines are horizons predicted to 
traverse through the image, arrows indicate specific features. Map corresponding to profile below. 
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Figure 5.3. Interpreted north-south stack through central Greenland. Dashed lines are horizons predicted to 
traverse through the image, arrows indicate specific features.  
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 Next, we interpret the northern margin of Greenland and the transitions from 

continental crust to oceanic crust (at 500 km along the profile), and back to continental 

crust again near Svalbard (at 1200 km along the profile). The base of the crust is a 

large positive pulse in the northern most region of the stack (just north of Svalbard at 

approximately 1200 km) (Figure 5.4). This pulse can be attributed to the Moho 

beginning at the MAR and continuing beneath Svalbard. The large positive amplitudes 

represent the change in density and velocity of the continental crust as opposed to the 

thinner, denser oceanic crust to the south of this reflection (500 km to 900 km along 

the profile). A large continental platform begins at approximately 1000 km along the 

profile and spans eastward into Europe. This crustal horizon disappears to the 

southwest. The thick crust of the continental platform beneath Svalbard is thought to 

represent the remnants of the continental crust of Baltica. Funck et al., (2016) finds the 

crustal thickness beneath ancient Baltica to be approximately 40 km thick east of 

Svalbard, consistent with our findings of approximately 50 km depth (given the poor 

depth resolution of the PP method). Therefore, this arrival is likely the base of the 

crust (Moho). At around 200 to 500km along the profile in figure 5.4, a strong 

negative pulse is apparent around 75km depth. We interpret this to be what is typically 

referred to as the LAB beneath central Greenland. A similar horizon is apparent on the 

northern side of the stack at 120 km depth (P120P) that we interpret to be the LAB 

beneath Svalbard. The two proposed LABs do not necessarily correlate, but are within 

a very heavily stratified region we are interpreting as a LATZ. The P120P is strongest 

from 500 km to 900 km along the profile beneath oceanic crust as we have dense data 
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in this zone. The P120P horizon is also strong from 0 km to 500 km along the profile 

and from 1300 km to the end of the profile in the North. From 0 km to 500 km, a 

strong positive pulse is observed just above the P120P, which could be related to the 

complexity of the upper mantle beneath central Greenland. The P410P is strong and 

consistent from 800 km to the northern end of the profile, but is negative from 100 km 

to 800 km along the profile. The negative phase on the 410 lies beneath a region that 

was likely the location of subduction during the Caledonian Orogeny (Leslie et al., 

2008). Other studies (i.e. Jasbinesk and Dueker, 2007) observed negatively polarized 

phases from above the 410 that were attributed to partial melt caused by water from 

the slab and hydration of the transition zone. This is not the likely cause of the LVL in 

the 410 in our area considering the age of the subduction, but negative phases have 

been observed above the 410 in rifted regions (Perez-Campos and Clayton, 2013). 

Perhaps this negative phase of the 410 km that we observe is related to the MAR. The 

P490P horizon (located beneath the continental platform from 900 km to the northern 

end of the profile) may be a shallow 520 km discontinuity, located beneath the 

continental platform from 900 km to the northern end of the profile (Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4. Interpreted South-North stack through northern Greenland to Svalbard. Dashed lines are horizons 
predicted to traverse through the image, arrows indicate specific features. Map corresponding to profile 
below. 
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Figure 5.4. Interpreted South-North stack through northern Greenland to Svalbard. Dashed lines are horizons 
predicted to traverse through the image, arrows indicate specific features.  
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Next, we will discuss the region through the Denmark Strait, between 

Greenland and Iceland. The deepening of the P25P phase, interpreted as the Moho 

(specifically from 600 km to 1100 km), is consistent with observations by Holbrook et 

al., (2001) who, using seismic reflection and refraction experiments, found the crust 

beneath this region to be 30 to 33 km deep near the Greenaland-Iceland Ridge 

(approximately 1200 km along the profile, Figure 5.5 (Appendix B). Holobrook et al., 

(2001) suggests that this thickness is due to the rupture of the continent resulting in a 

large volume of igneous crust and that this thick oceanic crustal measurement is a 

regional feature extending to the Faroe Islands. Perhaps, then, the shallowing of the 

P25P arrival on the northern section of the stack (1300 km to the northeastern edge of 

the profile) is representative of the change to oceanic crust, or possibly a mid-crustal 

discontinuity. Most recent data (Funck et al., 2016) finds the depth to the Moho on the 

Greenland-Iceland ridge (GIR) in this region to be approximately 25 to 30 km deep. 

Therefore, the P25P is likely representative of the Moho under the GIR, affected by 

the passing of the hotspot. White (1997) suggests that temperature is the main driver 

of crustal thickness on the GIR. White (1997) explains that an increase of 50 degrees 

celcius can create approximately 30% more crust, which causes the underlying mantle 

to remain hot. The mantle then acts ductile rather than brittle beneath the GIR, 

resulting in an axial high rather than a traditional valley. Kumar et al., (2005) 

estimated the LAB in this area to be approximately 60 km to 100 km deep as shown in 

figure 5.1 which is shallower than the depth that we infer for the LAB based on the 

strength and continuity of the P110P phase in our image (Figure 5.5). Our interpreted 
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depth to the LAB, 110 km, is more consistent with the depth typically observed for the 

LAB in passive margins similar to this region (Abt et al., 2010, Ainsworth et al., 2014, 

Kumar et al., 2012). We interpret the strong negative P110P arrival from 1200 km to 

the northern end of the profile which varies in depth between 100 km to 120 km depth 

to be the LAB. The P110P from 0 to 700 km correlates well with the LAB in the 

northeast (1200 km to the northeastern edge of the profile), but it is interrupted, likely 

a result of lithospheric erosion by the GIR, from about 700 km to 1100 km. This 

section from 700 km to 1100 km along the profile is rich in stratified horizons, 

furthering the hypothesis of a complex transition from the lithosphere to the 

asthenosphere in this region (LATZ). Therefore we are considering the range from 

approximately 80 km to 180 km to be a LATZ characterized by layering similar to that 

proposed previously (Ainsworth et a., 2014). The P410P phase is strong beneath most 

of the profile, but seems to be split from a distance range of 0 km to 700 km. This dual 

positive arrival is consistent with models of the upper mantle by Anderson (1989) who 

included a 390 km discontinuity likely the result of a change from orthopyroxene to 

majorite. There is evidence for a 520 km discontinuity in the mantle beneath the 

Denmark Strait which shallows from southwest to northeast. Such shallowing on this 

discontinuity would be consistent with warm mantle conditions, such as heat from the 

GIR. 
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Figure 5.5. Interpreted section through the Denmark Strait. Dotted red lines represent the proposed extent 
of hotspot effects. Map corresponds to profile below. 
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Figure 5.5. Interpreted section through the Denmark Strait. Dotted red lines represent the proposed extent 
of hotspot effects.  
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The next profile is from western Greenland to just west of Iceland, down the 

middle of the GIR. The P40P arrival, interpreted to be the Moho, in western Greenland 

appears as a negative phase near the center of Greenland, around 420 km along the 

profile (Figure 5.6). The P40P phase is positive beneath the Greenland craton, and is 

consistent with the crustal thickness for eastern Greenland estimated by Holbrook et 

al., (2001), we therefore interpret the P40P to be the Moho. The Moho appears to 

shallow from 45 km to 25 km from 700 km to 1400 km along the profile as the profile 

nears Iceland. There is an abrupt change in data quality near 920 km along the profile 

as a result in a drop in data density in the vicinity of the transition off the Greenland 

shelf, onto oceanic crust. Kumar et al., (2005) found the LAB from Greenland to just 

off the eastern shelf of Greenland to shallow west to east. The strong negative arrival 

at 140 km to 150 km depth (P140P) likely  corresponds to the LAB, but is deeper than 

the shallower 120 to 60 km depths measured by receiver functions by Kumar et al., 

(2005). The strong negative P60P phase observed east of the 1100 km distance on the 

profile (east end of Figure 5.6) may be the LAB, but it is more likely a MLD given the 

deeper phase mentioned above. The eastern edge of this profile is not rich in data, so 

the P60P phase could be noise. The transition from the deeper (150 km) LAB in the 

west to the shallow (110 km) horizon in the east (1100 km along the profile) is not 

clear and is potentially related to the complexity of the upper mantle along the axis of 

the GIR. This is consistent with the LATZ interpreted in the profile from north to 

south through Greenland. The positive horizon (marked with a black dashed line at 

120 km depth from approximately 300 km to 1100 km, Figure 5.6) may be a MLD if 
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the LAB were 140 km deep as hypothesized above, but we favor an interpretation of a 

complex LATZ across this depth range. The 410 km discontinuity in this stack 

shallows from west to east and reaches its shallowest (400 km) point near Iceland at 

1400 km along the profile. There is faint evidence for a shallow 520 km discontinuity 

that is strongest from about 900 km to 1200 km along the profile at a depth of about 

500 km. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.6. Interpreted stack across Greenland from West to East. Base of crust is evident on the western 
portion of the stack and the LAB is visible and elevates to the East. Map corresponds to profile below. 
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 Figure 5.6. Interpreted stack across Greenland from West to East. Base of crust is evident on the western 
portion of the stack and the LAB is visible and elevates to the East. 
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The next stack that we interpret from southwestern Greenland across the MAR 

to just south of Iceland reveals an eastward dipping reflector (P75P) interpreted to be 

the a sballow reflector associated with a LATZ beneath the MAR (Figure 5.7). The 

P75P phase dips to the southeast from 1200 km to 1400 km and dips to the southwest 

from 800 km to 1200 km along the profile, meaning the anomaly is shaped more like 

an eroded or thinned lithosphere beneath the MAR. The MAR is currently on the 

southwest edge of Iceland and corresponds to a distance of approximately 1200 km 

along the profile. This point on the stack is the plateau of the arrival, or the shallowest 

point, corresponding to the rifting axis of the MAR. The P140P phase is likely to 

correspond to the traditional LAB in this profile, but is deeper (140 km depth from 

300 km to 800 km along the profile) than observed by both Kumar et al., (2005) (90 

km to 100 km depth, Figure 5.1) and Artemieva and Thybo (2008) (70 km to 100 km, 

Figure 5.2). We do observe the phases at 80 to 100 km which are consistent with the 

observations by Kumar et al., (2005) and Artemieva and Thybo (2008). These 

observations are consistent with an interpretation of a LATZ across this profile since 

there are several weaker horizons within the depth range of 80 km to 180 km. The 

P260P phase is likely the enstatite phase change (Figure 5.7), that has been discussed 

by previous authors (Deuss and Woodhouse, 2002; Mendelssohn and Price, 1997; 

Woodland, 1998). These workers found randomly scattered arrivals in this region 

around 250 km - 300 km depth. These arivals relates to the transition in Ca-poor 

pyroxene from otrho-enstatite to high-clinoenstatite. The P410P arrival is split from 

900 km to 1100 km along the profile, conenciding just west of the proposed location 
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of the MAR. This could be a result of the influence of heat production at the ridge, or 

it could be related to the orthopyroxene to majorite phase transition proposed at 390 

km depth by Anderson (1989).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Interpreted stack across southern Greenland into the Atlantic Ocean just South of Iceland. Map 
corresponds to profile below. 
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 Figure 5.7. Interpreted stack across southern Greenland into the Atlantic Ocean just South of Iceland. 
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In summary the observations that seem to be similar to the eastward-dipping slab first 

observed by Schiffer et al., (2014) in receiver function analysis off the northeast coast 

of Greenland. Figure 5.8 reveals a steeply dipping reflector beginning at about 50 km 

depth at around -30 degrees lattitude. We zoom in on this image in order to discern 

more detail in the stack and to display it next to the original image by Schiffer et al., 

(2014) (Figure 5.8). Our stacked image matches closely to the slab found by Schiffer 

et al., (2014) as well as their Moho phase (marked S and M respectively). The Moho 

phase is slightly deeper in our stack (40 km depth), but our PP study has less 

resolution receiver functions used in Schiffer et al., (2014). Figure 5.8  shows the 

observations of Schiffer et al., (2014) (top) and our stack (bottom) with dotted lines 

indicating the extent of the Schiffer et al., (2014) observations on our profile. We use 

vertical dotted lines to show the horizontal extent of the Schiffer et al., (2014) 

observations. 
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Figure 5.8. Interpreted stack comparing the original observation from Schiffer et al., 2014 (top), and the 
data in this project (bottom). There is a strong similarity in both the Moho (M) and sub-Moho, or slab (S). 
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Next we interpret a section off of eastern Greenland across the MAR to 

Svalbard to determine if the slab observed by Schiffer et al., (2014) extends laterally at 

the same longitudes. Our stack follows the most data rich areas in the region. Our 

profile crosses the MAR at about 1400 km along the profile (Figure 5.9). We observe 

strong positive arrivals with a negative arrival in the 0 to 75 km interval at 1000 km to 

1600 km along the profile which we believe are reflections from sills or layered melt 

beneath the axis of the ridge. Onshore beneath eastern Greenland, we observe an 

arrival beginning at 50 km depth, 500 km along the profile, that coincides with the the 

slab from Schiffer et al., (2014). This feature extends to a depth of approximately 100 

km and 1100 km along the profile. This may be a slab as proposed by Schiffer et al., 

(2014) in northern Greenland, but we do not have the resolution to positively identify 

it as one, but regardless we believe it is a suture between the North American and an 

allocthonous fragment of the Eurasian plate. Both the southwestern (0 km to 800 km) 

and northeastern (1100 km to the northeastern edge of the profile) edges of the stack 

reveal a positive anomaly around 80 km depth that is interrupted by the hypothesized 

suture. The two features at 80 km depth seem to meet at this northeast-dipping 

reflector (around 800 km along the profile). We see a fairly consistent negative 

arrivals around 140 km depth that is intrepreted as a traditional LAB for the area that 

extends the length of the stack. This is consistent with the LAB depth of Artemieva 

and Thybo (2008), but deeper than the LAB measured by Kumar et al., (2005). The 

P410P in this stack is not strong, though it is observable from about 0 km to 200 km 
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and from 1000 km to 1400 km along the profile beneath the southern edge of the stack 

and the MAR respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Stack identifying the slab proposed by Schiffer et al., 2014 further north along Greenland than 
the original study suggested. Figure is approximately 2 times vertically exaggerated. Map corresponds to 
profile below. 
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Figure 5.9. Stack identifying the slab proposed by Schiffer et al., 2014 further north along Greenland than 
the original study suggested. Figure is approximately 2 times vertically exaggerated. 
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 We now interpret a broader overview of the area with observations from a 

profile from southern Greenland across the MAR, south of Iceland, and onto Great 

Britain. Overall, this profile is very stratified. The first point of interest is at 

approximately 12 degrees from western Greenland along the profile at the rough 

locations of the MAR southwest of Iceland (Figure 5.10) where we observe anticlinal 

negative phases at 50 km and 80 km depths. While the image in this region is ringy 

(due to lower data density than other regions) we do believe these negative phases are 

reflections from layers of partial melt. There is a large negative arrival that spans 

nearly the entire stack at 90 km depth. This is consistent with the depth for a LAB east 

of Greenland and across the central North Atlantic Ocean as predicted by Kumar et al., 

(2005), and this horizon in our image deepens to 120 km in western Greenland as we 

expect to see from the RF results by Kumar et al., (2005). We interpret this P90P 

horizon as the LAB based on its strength and continuity, though it is likely a horizon 

embedded in the LATZ of the area, and is not necessarily a true sharp LAB given the 

number of similar arrivals in the top 180 km depth of the profile. The next point of 

interest on this stack begins around 23 degrees and ends around 34 degrees from 0 to 

75 km depth. These large positive phases are interpreted to be the continental crust 

beneath Great Britain (Figure 5.10). The same stack with no vertical exaggeration can 

be found in Appendix B (Supplementary Images). 
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Figure 5.10. Stack presenting a broad overview of the North Atlantic from Greenland to Iceland to Great 
Britain. Figure is approximately 3.8 times vertically exaggerated. Map corresponds to profile below. 
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Figure 5.10. Stack presenting a broad overview of the North Atlantic from Greenland to Iceland to Great 
Britain. Figure is approximately 3.8 times vertically exaggerated. 
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We shift to Iceland, the current position of the hotspot. Data quality is richest 

between 500 km and 1100 km along the profile (southwest Iceland to just north of 

central Iceland). The strong positive P40P arrival from 800 to 1200 km along the 

profile across Iceland (Figure 5.11) is likely the Moho beneath Iceland. Recent 

modeling found that the maximum thickness of the crust beneath Iceland is 39 km 

(Funck et al., 2016). The mantle beneath this point to a depth of about 200 km is 

strongly stratified. Foulger et al., (2000) found abnormally low mantle velocities in the 

shallowest 100 km of the mantle beneath Iceland, with sporatic LVL’s which is 

sonsistent with our observations in figure 5. Anderson (1989) also found a hot 

upwelling region consistent with a LVL from approximately 190-250 km depth in 

Iceland. We observe several phases in the 50 km to 150 km depth, which we are 

interpreting to be a LATZ beneath Iceland. The P410P in this stack is weak except for 

at 1100 km along the profile, where we have a pulse of energy that is at 420 km depth. 

This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that the 410 km discontinuity is 

depressed beneath hotspots due to its exothermic nature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.11. Interpreted cross section beneath Iceland. Map corresponds to profile below. 
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Figure 5.11. Interpreted cross section beneath Iceland.  
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We now interpret a longer cross-sectional slice through Iceland after  

normalizing to the P410P discontinuity (Figure 5.12). We begin the stack southwest of 

the island to compare our stacked data beneath Iceland to mantle conditions that we 

would expect in an area with no hotspot effects. We find the P410P phase to be 

approximately 430 km deep beneath Iceland near the hotspot track (from 9 to 12 

degrees along the profile) and we find a possible 660km discontinuity (not present in 

most PP images) to be shallower (approximately 630 km depth). These observations 

are predicted to occur beneath areas exposed to an abnormally hot mantle. We find 

that from 0 to 6 degrees along the profile (southwest of Iceland away from the hotspot 

track), we have normal transition zone thickness. That is we have a P410P at 400 km 

to 410 km depth and a P660P at about 650 km depth (Figure 5.12).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.12. Interpreted cross section beneath Iceland using the normalized wiggle plot. Figure is 
approximately 2 times vertically exaggerated. Map corresponds to profile below. 
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Figure 5.12. Interpreted cross section beneath Iceland using the normalized wiggle plot. Figure 
is approximately 2 times vertically exaggerated. 
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Conclusions 
 
• The Iceland hotspot track along an east to west track across central Greenland (in a 

location predicted by previous studies; i.e. Lawver and Müller (1994) and Forsyth 

et al., (1986) has visible anomalies in the PP profiles such as a wide bulbous, 

positive-amplitude phase between 150 and 250 km and what appears to be a 

thinning of the lithosphere.  

• The Moho is very shallow northwest of Iceland and the 410km discontinuity is 

much deeper northwest of Iceland, which corresponds well to the negative velocity 

perturbation anomaly northwest of Iceland. We interpret this to be related to the 

heat from the Iceland hotspot. 

• Depths to the LAB throughout the region tend to agree with the work of (Kumar et 

al., 2005) and show deepest values beneath western Greenland.  

• We observe a zone from approximately 80 km to 180 km of strong stratification 

consistent with a Lithosphere-Asthenosphere-Transition-Zone (LATZ) (Ainsworth 

et al., (2014)).  

• The transition zone beneath Iceland is thin, as expected from global seismic 

measurements. 

• We observe a suture between Greenland and an allocthonous fragment of the 

Baltic crust off the shore of northern Greenland. 
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Appendix A – Additional Methods Information 

Cutting 

The data are selected into three time windows: 

1. 120 seconds before the first P arrival to 200 seconds after the first ScS arrival 

2. 120 seconds before the first P arrival to 1000 seconds after the first S arrival  

3. 120 seconds before the first P arrival to 1350 seconds after the first S arrival 

Next, the data are cut into bins chosen to best illuminate the phase of interest: 

1. P phases: Cut from 30 seconds to 150 seconds before the end of the trace 

2. SS phase: Cut from 350 seconds from the start of the trace to 120 seconds 

before the end 

The data are then given file name of CUT_PP.  
 
Filtering and Sorting 
 

Data with a signal to noise ratio greater than 3.0 were placed in a file called 

“High SN”. Those that had a signal to noise ratio lower than 1.5 were placed into a file 

called “Low SN”. Those events that fell in between the two end members were 

assigned to a file called “Others”. 

Quality Controlling (QC) 

A vertical line was drawn on each seismogram representing the expected 

arrival time that the user was able to compare the real data to. Data that both matched 

the time and expected amplitude values were allowed to continue into the next step of 

processing by being sorted into a file named “Ref_pulses” 
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Cross-Correlation 

By auto-correlating the good files chosen from the QC process, essentially 

cross-correlating with itself in order to normalize amplitudes, and cross-correlating 

that by the remaining files, we are able to set a similarity threshold of which we can 

choose to accept or eliminate the related events. Implicit in the cross-correlation is the 

idea that a source function is convolved with the earth response function in each 

seismic trace we have. In cross-correlation, we are deconvolving the earth response of 

the good files and comparing it to the earth response of the other data. For this project, 

a correlation factor of greater than or equal to 0.55 warrants the progression of the data 

into the next step in the processing. In other words, if the data is less than 55% similar 

to the manually chosen good files it is thrown out. The cross-correlation program 

outputs a file with directory locations to data that we consider to be good. 

Ray Tracing 

The program allows for the user to input the phase describing the wave of 

interest as well as whether or not your midpoint is beneath ocean or land. We began by 

testing our PP waves, giving the latitude and longitude of both the event and receiver 

as well as the magnitude of the event. The LLNL program returned detailed 

information about the wave including how long it takes to get to each layer in the 

earth. Of particular interest to this study is where the PP phase reaches the surface for 

the first time, or its bounce-point. Once we get the latitude and longitude of this 

location, we are able to insert that location back into the LLNL program to back-

calculate the timing of the full wave (Figure A.1). In other words, we use the midpoint 
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as the new source of a P wave shooting back to the original source and again to the 

original receiver and add the two times. This is more of an issue of accuracy than 

efficiency, but it ensures correct timing and location of the earth structure we are 

interested in. These travel times will become useful later in the processing sequence as 

we compare the travel time differences in the predicted arrivals and those that we 

actually record.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beamforming 

The data in channel 11 is beamed using a radius of 0.5 degrees. Channel 12 has 

a radius of 1 degree, 13 has a radius of 2 degrees, 14 has a radius of 4 degrees, 15 has 

a radius of 8 degrees, and 16 has a radius of 12 degrees. The channels from 11 through 

16 in this study include the processed data in all folders (high sn, low sn, and others). 

Figure A.1. PP raypath from source to receiver calculated using LLNL-G3Dv3 and again from the midpoint 
back to the source and again to the receiver. 
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Channels 21-26 are identical stacking radii but instead throw out the data in the low sn 

category in attempt to increase our resolution. The process is performed on each 

earthquake individually and works by initially searching in a circle with a 

predetermined radius. The events located in the beaming radius are aligned at the 

predicted arrival of the PP phase based on the LLNL model we used for raytracing. 

The radius on the surface of the earth at the bounce point is half of the beaming radius 

that is used on the receiver side as is also the case in traditional reflection seismology. 

Given this, we can expect overlap between beams depending on the radius chosen and 

distance between stations. This overlap effectively smooths the structure relative to the 

beam radius.  

Stacking 

Essentially the program begins stacking in a very small bin size and will 

average in that bin based on whether or not there are a sufficient number of data points 

in the bin (specified by the user as an input to the stacking program). If there are not a 

sufficient number of data points, the program moves on to the next largest bin size as 

to include more data. The larger the bin size, however, the lower the lateral resolution 

as we are averaging more and more data. If there are very few data in a region, the 

largest bin size possible is used and the stacks will likely not be very successful in 

truly representing the regional subsurface. The stacker program has multiple inputs 

that will affect the results of the stack. The user begins by giving the program a 

desired range of latitude and longitude. This allows for a broad-scale interpretation or 

for more fine, precise map interpretations. The program also takes in a reference signal 
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to noise ratio value. By inputting a low (1 or 2) signal to noise ratio, the program will 

look at all data that has been assigned a signal to noise value of greater than the input 

value. A value of 1 or 2, therefore, will consider nearly all of the data. Similarly, the 

program takes a minimum value to be included in the bin size. This affects the 

variable bin size functionality by allowing the user to specify a minimum value in a 

bin. Again, if a low value (e.g., 1) is input, then most data in the region will be stacked 

into a single bin. The stacking program also uses a user-defined search radius value. 

This value (in degrees) restricts the searching distance allowed for exploration of data 

points in the region. The program also allows for the input of a low pass filter corner 

frequency. Lower frequency values will restrict the amount of data allowed in the 

processing while a higher frequency value will allow much more of the lower 

frequencies to be included. The source and data channels, as defined in the 

beamforming process, are also passed into the program. This allows for the inclusion 

of all data, limiting to stations only on land, or stations that have been de-oceaned for 

example. Finally, the program requests a value for the number of iterations. The 

balance of an appropriate number of iterations to stack is difficult; too few iterations 

and some of the signal may be cut from the data, too many iterations and you may 

include too much noise in the data (the true signal may be masked by unnecessary 

noise). We found that the optimal number of iterations, through trial and error is 80. 

 The stacking program displays a cross section with averaged picks along a line 

of latitude, line of longitude, or a randomly picked line. The program includes a 

graphical user interface that allows for selecting areas in the particular region of 
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interest that has the most data points per bin. A wiggle plot is then provided as well as 

a plot that takes the amplitude values and assigns a contoured color. The wiggle plot is 

scaled so that positive amplitudes are drawn to the right of center and are colored red. 

The negative amplitudes are drawn to the left of center and are colored blue. The 

larger the colored region, the greater the amplitude. It should be noted that in 

traditional reflection seismology and receiver function analysis the free surface 

coefficient as well as coefficients off boundaries that go from higher to lower 

velocities (underside reflections in this case) are negative. This is corrected with 

deconvolution by the free surface reflections. The colored contour map is often most 

effective in identifying lateral continuity of discontinuities or local features. The plot 

can often become distorted, however, if too high of a low pass filter is chosen, for 

example, or if too large of a bin size in included in the stack.   
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Appendix B – Additional Information on Programs 

 

Running median smoothing program 

The program works by selecting a stack file, which includes the latitude and longitude 

limits of the region of interest, and allows you to choose an option to begin mapping 

(Figure B.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure B.1. Mapping program (view3D) first steps that allow user to select a cross section, horizon, or 
thickness maps. 
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We chose to allow the program to generate auto-picks for the horizons that we then 

went back and manually cleaned along lines of latitude and longitude. The program 

then uses a graphical user interface that allows you to create line segments on the 

seismic stacks on what you believe to be correct depth (Figure B.2). 
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Figure B.2. Mapping program (view3D) cleaned horizon pick for the 410km discontinuity as represented by 
a black line.  
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410km discontinuity prepared by the smoothing program. From top to bottom: No 

smoothing, one iteration of smoothing, and two iterations of smoothing.  
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Appendix C – Supplementary Images 

 

Moho map of the North Atlantic: Funck et al., 2016 
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Figure 5.3 – Wiggle Plot 
 

 
Figure 5.4 – Wiggle Plot 
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Figure 5.5 – Wiggle Plot 
 

Figure 5.6 – Wiggle Plot 
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Figure 5.9 – Wiggle Plot 
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Figure 5.10 – No vertical exaggeration.  
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Figure 5.11 – Wiggle Plot 
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Appendix D – Programs (Matlab) 
function [ZZ,dtt]=add_PPtimes(data) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% This program generates and reads text files to be input into the 
3D 
%%% raytracing program. It is designed to create a P wave from source 
to 
%%% receiver, find the midpoint of the wave, and trace from the 
midpoint 
%%% back to the source and on to the receiver. This simulates a PP 
wave.  
%%% 
%%% 
  
pwd %shows current directory 
slat=data(1).station_lat; %Assigning easy variable names to those in 
the data 
slon=data(1).station_lon; 
sz=data(1).station_elevation; 
elat=data(1).event_lat; 
elon=data(1).event_lon; 
ez=data(1).event_depth; 
  
PP_event_to_station=[num2str(elat) ' ' num2str(elon) ' ' num2str(ez) 
' ' num2str(slat) ' ' num2str(slon) ' ' num2str(sz) ' PwP junk']; 
% The above line makes a vector with data in the correct format to 
read 
% into Nathan's program. 
fid1=fopen('PP_event_to_station.txt','wt'); % setting up input to get 
info for event to station 
fprintf(fid1,PP_event_to_station); 
fclose(fid1); 
  
fid2=fopen('PP_raypath.txt','wt'); % seting up command line for event 
to station with all raypath info 
fprintf(fid2,['-raytrace LLNL-G3Dv3.e3d.binary 
PP_event_to_station.txt -p']); % The -p flag outputs the information 
fprintf(fid2,['\n']); 
fprintf(fid2,['quit']); 
fclose(fid2); 
  
system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < PP_raypath.txt') %running 
program to make event to station info 
  
fid3=fopen('PP_event_to_station.txt.0.ascii.path');  % opening file 
to read raypath info and find bouncepoint mlat mlon 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
numrows=str2num(c(2:end)); 
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for i=1:floor(0.8*numrows) % This loop extracts the data from the 
text files that were generated in Nathan's program 
    DD(i,:)=fscanf(fid3,'%f',5); 
end 
[zmin,izmin]=min(DD(:,5)); % found mlat and mlon 
mlat=DD(izmin,1); 
mlon=DD(izmin,2); 
mz=DD(izmin,5); 
fclose(fid3)  % close because we found mlat and mlon 
% 
% fid4=fopen('PP_time.txt','wt');    % seting up command line for ev 
to sta without raypath info to trace p in each direction 
% fprintf(fid4,['-raytrace LLNL-G3Dv3.e3d.binary 
PP_event_to_station.txt']); 
% fprintf(fid4,['\n']); 
% fprintf(fid4,['quit']); 
% fclose(fid4) % done setting up without command 
% 
% system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < PP_time.txt') %running 
prog to get ev to make ev to sat info 
  
fid5=fopen('PP_time_midpoint_to_station.txt','wt');% setting up 
command to trace from midpoint to station P wave 
fprintf(fid5,['-raytrace LLNL-G3Dv3.e3d.binary 
P_wave_midpoint_to_station.txt']); 
fprintf(fid5,['\n']); 
fprintf(fid5,['quit']); 
fclose(fid5)    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% done setting up command to trace 
from midpoint to station P wave 
  
% fid6=fopen('PP_time_midpoint_to_event.txt','wt');%% setting up 
command to trace from midpoint to event P wave 
% fprintf(fid6,['-raytrace LLNL-G3Dv3.e3d.binary 
P_wave_midpoint_to_event.txt']) 
% fprintf(fid6,['\n']) 
% fprintf(fid6,['quit']) 
% fclose(fid6)    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% done setting up command to trace 
from midpoint to event P wave 
  
fid11=fopen('P_wave_midpoint_to_station.txt','wt')  %%  opening file 
to make list of commands to trace midpoint to station 11 
% fid12=fopen('P_wave_midpoint_to_event.txt','wt'); %%  opening file 
to make list of commands to trace midpoint to event 12 
  
zz=[0 2 4 6 10:5:700] %The depths that we are interested in 
for dz=zz % This loop generates an input for every depth that is 
assigned above 
    mzt=dz+mz; 
    P_wave_midpoint_to_station=[num2str(mlat) ' ' num2str(mlon) ' ' 
num2str(mzt) ' ' num2str(slat) ' ' num2str(slon)  ' ' num2str(sz) ' P 
junk']; 
    fprintf(fid11,P_wave_midpoint_to_station) 
    fprintf(fid11,['\n']) 
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    P_wave_midpoint_to_event=[num2str(mlat) ' ' num2str(mlon) ' ' 
num2str(mzt) ' ' num2str(elat) ' ' num2str(elon) ' ' num2str(0) ' P 
junk']; 
    fprintf(fid11,P_wave_midpoint_to_event); 
    fprintf(fid11,['\n']) 
end 
fclose(fid11)  %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 11 
% fclose(fid12)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 12 
system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < 
PP_time_midpoint_to_station.txt') %%%%%%%%%%% 11 
% system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < 
PP_time_midpoint_to_event.txt')  %%%%%%% 12 
  
fid13=fopen('P_wave_midpoint_to_station.txt.TT') %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
open to read midpoint to station info 
% fid14=fopen('P_wave_midpoint_to_event.txt.TT') %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
open to read midpoint to event info 
cst=fgets(fid13) 
for ii=1:length(zz)  
    mzt=zz(ii)+mz; 
    cst=fgets(fid13); 
    cev=fgets(fid13); 
    cstev(2*ii-1,:)=cst(1:100); 
    cstev(2*ii,:)=cev(1:100); 
end 
cstev=sortrows(cstev); 
for ii=1:length(zz) 
    mzt=zz(ii)+mz; 
    tt_station=str2num(cstev(2*ii-1,90:100)); 
    tt_event=str2num(cstev(2*ii,90:100)); 
    ZZ(ii)=mzt; 
    tt(ii)=tt_event+tt_station; 
    if ii==1, tt00=tt(ii); end 
    dtt(ii)=tt00-tt(ii); 
end 
fclose(fid13) 
  
% fclose(14) 
close all 
save PPinfo_temp 
end 
 
 
function run_add_PPtimes(year,drive_letter,outdrive) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% This program is the macro for the 3D ray tracing. It runs 
Nathan's 
%%% program and outputs the data to be read in the following 
programming 
%%% step. It also references nearly all other programs that are 
affilitated 
%%% with the raytracing process. 
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%%% 
%%% 
%%% 
global zz 
zz=[0 2 4 6 8 10:5:50 60:20:180 190:10:250 270:20:370 380:10:450 
470:40:630 650:20:700  ]; %generates a pre-determined list of depths 
we're interested in 
DIRS=dir([drive_letter ':\CUT_PP\' year]) %places us in the correct 
directoyy  
for i=3:length(DIRS) 
    if exist([drive_letter ':\CUT_PP\' year '\' DIRS(i).name 
'\Good_files.mat'])~=0 
        load([drive_letter ':\CUT_PP\' year '\' DIRS(i).name 
'\Good_files.mat']) %if Good_files exists in the directory, then we 
want to load it 
         
        fid2=fopen('PP_raypath.txt','wt'); % seting up command line 
for event to station with all raypath info 
        for jmp=1:length(Good_files)  % this loop sets up a bunch of 
files to run nathan's program for midpoints 
            RFNT=Good_files(jmp).name; 
            RFNT=[drive_letter RFNT(2:end)]; 
            dashes=find(RFNT=='/'); %correcting the slash issue that 
arrises when QCing is done on a Mac 
            RFNT(dashes)='\'; 
            RFN(jmp).name=RFNT; 
            load(RFN(jmp).name) 
            mpname(jmp).name=set_up_midpoints(data,jmp); 
            clear data 
            fprintf(fid2,['-raytrace LLNL-G3D-JPS.e3d.binary ' 
mpname(jmp).name ' -p']); %initiates the 3D raytracing program. The 
binary file must be in the path. 
            fprintf(fid2,['\n']); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid2,['quit']); 
        fclose(fid2); 
        system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < PP_raypath.txt') % 
runs nathan's program for midpoints. The system command is needed 
because it is written in java. 
         
        for jmp=1:length(Good_files) % reads files and gets midpoints 
            if exist([mpname(jmp).name '.0.ascii.path']) > 0.5 
                
[mlat(jmp),mlon(jmp),mz(jmp)]=get_midpoints(mpname(jmp).name); %calls 
the get_midpoints program  
            end 
        end 
         
        fid5=fopen('PP_time_midpoint_to_station.txt','wt');% doing 
the raytracing for each depth of the midpoint - here we are opening 
the times for the first leg of the PP wave 
        for jmp=1:length(Good_files) 
            load(RFN(jmp).name) 
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[zzname(jmp).name,]=make_ZZ_vs_TT(data,mlon(jmp),mlat(jmp),mz(jmp),jm
p); %makes zzname file, times to the depths 
            fprintf(fid5,['-raytrace LLNL-G3D-JPS.e3d.binary ' 
zzname(jmp).name]); %running Nathan's program 
            fprintf(fid5,['\n']); 
        end 
        fprintf(fid5,['quit']); 
        fclose(fid5)    % done setting up command to trace from 
midpoint to station P wave 
        system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < 
PP_time_midpoint_to_station.txt') % initiating Nathan's program to 
trace from midpoint to station 
         
        for jmp=1:length(Good_files) 
            hi=RFN(jmp).name 
            if exist([zzname(jmp).name '.TT']) > 0.5 % if the zzname 
file exists, then load it to read data 
                load(RFN(jmp).name) 
                [ZZ,dtt]=get_ZZ_vs_TT(zzname(jmp).name,mz(jmp)); % 
run the program to make the list of ZZ vs dtt  
                data(3).zz=ZZ; % want the data in the 3rd channel 
                data(3).dtt=dtt; 
                D=data(3); 
                clear data 
                data=D; 
                clear D 
                dashes=find(RFN(jmp).name=='\'); 
                RFN_out=[RFN(jmp).name(1:dashes(1)) 'CUT_PP_TT' 
RFN(jmp).name(dashes(2):end)]; 
                RFN_out(1)=outdrive; 
                dashes=find(RFN_out=='\'); % fixes the slash issue on 
Macs 
                mkdir(RFN_out(1:dashes(end))) % makes a new directory 
for the new data 
                save(RFN_out,'data') %saves it 
            end 
        end 
    end % each time this function is ran, the used data needs to be 
deleted so that it isn't overwritten 
    !del mid_pt*txt*  
    !del Z_vs_t*txt* 
    !del *txt 
    !del *TT 
    !del *TT 
end 
  
end 
 
 
function [mlat,mlon,mz]=get_midpoints(mpname) 
%%% 
%%% 
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%%% This program extracts the midpoint data for each wave (mlat, 
mlon, and 
%%% mz) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% 
  
fid3=fopen([mpname '.0.ascii.path']);  % opening file to read raypath 
info and find bouncepoint mlat mlon 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
c=fgets(fid3); 
numrows=str2num(c(2:end)); 
for i=1:floor(0.8*numrows) 
    DD(i,:)=fscanf(fid3,'%f',5); 
end 
[zmin,izmin]=min(DD(:,5)); % found mlat and mlon 
mlat=DD(izmin,1); 
mlon=DD(izmin,2); 
mz=DD(izmin,5); 
fclose(fid3)  % close because we found mlat and mlon 
 
 
function [ZZ,dtt]=get_ZZ_vs_TT(zzname,mz) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% This program generates the depth vs travel time tables for 
raytracing 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% 
global zz % Need to access zz outside of this function 
  
fid13=fopen([zzname '.TT']); %% open to read midpoint to station info 
cst=fgets(fid13); 
for ii=1:length(zz) % de-scramble the data (the data is initially 
read scrambled into a random order, so we must sort it) 
    cst=fgets(fid13); % station data 
    cev=fgets(fid13); % event data 
    cstev(2*ii-1,:)=cst(1:100); 
    cstev(2*ii,:)=cev(1:100); 
end 
cstev=sortrows(cstev); 
fclose(fid13); 
  
  
for ii=1:length(zz) 
    mzt=zz(ii)+mz; % adding the data so that we can generate a travel 
time associated with depth 
    tt_station=str2num(cstev(2*ii-1,90:100)); 
    tt_event=str2num(cstev(2*ii,90:100)); 
    ZZ(ii)=mzt; 
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    tt(ii)=tt_event+tt_station; % adding the times from the event 
side and station side P waves 
    if ii==1, tt00=tt(ii); end 
    dtt(ii)=tt00-tt(ii); 
end 
  
  
end 
 

 
function [mpname]=make_ZZ_vs_TT(data,mlon,mlat,mz,imp) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% This program makes the files that generate the depth vs time 
tables. It 
%%% is used in conjunction with get_zz_vs_tt to make the tables. 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% 
  
global zz 
slat=data(1).station_lat; % assigning easy data names to our 
structured arrays 
slon=data(1).station_lon; 
sz=data(1).station_elevation; 
elat=data(1).event_lat; 
elon=data(1).event_lon; 
ez=data(1).event_depth; 
  
mpname=['Z_vs_t' num2str(imp) '.txt']; % creating specific text files 
fid11=fopen(mpname,'wt') ; % opening file to make list of commands to 
trace midpoin to station 11 
% fid12=fopen('P_wave_midpoint_to_event.txt','wt'); % opening file to 
make list of commands to trace midpoin to event 12 
  
  
for dz=zz % This loop generates files for each leg of the PP wave in 
the format the 3D raytracer requests 
    mzt=dz+mz; 
    P_wave_midpoint_to_station=[num2str(mlat) ' ' num2str(mlon) ' ' 
num2str(mzt) ' ' num2str(slat) ' ' num2str(slon)  ' ' num2str(sz) ' P 
junk']; 
    fprintf(fid11,P_wave_midpoint_to_station); 
    fprintf(fid11,['\n']); 
    P_wave_midpoint_to_event=[num2str(mlat) ' ' num2str(mlon) ' ' 
num2str(mzt) ' ' num2str(elat) ' ' num2str(elon) ' ' num2str(0) ' P 
junk']; 
    fprintf(fid11,P_wave_midpoint_to_event); 
    fprintf(fid11,['\n']); 
end 
fclose(fid11) ; %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 11 
% fclose(fid12)%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 12 
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end 
 
 
function [mlat,mlon,mz]=run_trace_PPmidpt(EVENT,STA) 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% This program traces the file that was generated in the make 
midpoint 
%%% program to get the midpoint. 
%%% 
%%% 
%%% 
[ievents,junk]=size(STA) 
fid2=fopen('PP_raypath.txt','wt'); % seting up command line for ev to 
sta with all raypath info 
for jmp=1:ievents  % this loop sets up a bunch of files to run 
nathan's program for midpoints 
    jmp=jmp 
    mpname(jmp).name=set_up_midpoints2(EVENT(jmp,:),STA(jmp,:),jmp); 
    clear data 
    fprintf(fid2,['-raytrace LLNL-G3D-JPS.e3d.binary ' 
mpname(jmp).name ' -p']); 
    fprintf(fid2,['\n']); 
end 
fprintf(fid2,['quit']); 
fclose(fid2); 
system('java -jar LLNL-Earth3D.5.3.jar < PP_raypath.txt') % runs 
nathan's program for midpoints 
  
for jmp=1:ievents % reads files and gets midpoints 
    if exist([mpname(jmp).name '.0.ascii.path']) > 0.5 
        
[mlat(jmp),mlon(jmp),mz(jmp)]=get_midpoints(mpname(jmp).name); 
    end 
end 
  
!del mid_pt*txt* 
!del Z_vs_t*txt* 
!del *txt 
!del *TT 
!del *TT 
  
end 
 
 
function 
PPSTACKER_FID10_QC_DbinCC_2016(refS2N,minINBEAM,BEAMmax,LAT,LON,dlat,
CHAN_D,CHAN_S,SRmax,D,filter,min_instack,numit,Swin,Dtap_time,Tdel) 
  
% This program does an iterative deconvolution by crosscorreletion to 
find PdP phase and 
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% stack them. This program will vary the size of the stacking bins to 
alow 
% youi to pick parameters as to data data quality in deciding what 
data to 
% include in a stacking bin. 
% 
% 
PPSTACKER_FID10_DbinCC_2016(refS2N,minINBEAM,BEAMmax,LAT,LON,dlat,CHA
N_D,CHAN_S,SRmax,D,filter,min_instack,numit,Swin,Tdel) 
% E.g. 
%PPSTACKER_FID10_DbinCC_2016(5,8,4,[50 85],[-60 
30],0.5,23,36,1.2,'C',0.4,40,80,45,10) 
% 
% refS2N= minimum signal to noise allowed for single seismogram 
% minINBEAM= the minimum number of events allowed to be used when the 
data was beamed into the channels below 
% beamMAX = the maximum beam radius to use in the stack (in degrees 
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 
% LAT= [LAT_south LAT_north] 
% LON= [LON_west LON_east] 
% dlat= distancs (degrees) betwenn centers of stacking bins (0.5 1.0, 
0.25, 2) 
% CHAN_D= chanel for data (no longer means anything but 10 or 20 
something) 
% CHAN_S= channel to use for source this one does matter (usually 35 
or 36) 
% SRmax= the max search radius to use in a stackiing bin. It will 
start 
%           with SR=dlat/sqrt(2) then inceases to get min)instack 
events but will stop increasing at SRmax 
%           I normaly use 2 or 3 times dlat. 
% D=the drive letter for the data ('C', 'E') 
% filter=low pass corner frequency filter for final stacks 
% min_instack= min number of events in a stack, SR will increase till 
you 
%               have this number of events. if there is more events 
in defalt SR then 
%                   min_instack will be exceeded (40 or 80 or 100 can 
use 20) 
% numit= numer of itereation is the deconvolution 
% Swin= length or source window before tapering to zero (45, 30, 60) 
% Dtap_time=length of data to include in the data channel after the 
PP arrival 
% Tdel= stop processing for Tdel seconds between iteration. this is 
to 
%       allow CPU to cool off if you are running muliplt matlabs 
% 
% chan_s 11=0.5 beam rad 
% chan_s 12=1 beam rad 
% chan_s 13=2 beam rad 
% chan_s 14=4 beam rad 
% chan_s 15=8 beam rad 
% chan_s 16=12 beam rad 
% chan_s 11-16 include highsn, others and lowsn 
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% chan_s 21-26 include only highsn and other 
  
outname=['stack_QC_S2N' num2str(refS2N) '_MNB' num2str(minINBEAM) 
'_MXB' num2str(BEAMmax) '_Dlat' num2str(dlat) ]; %%% Writing the file 
name for use in the PPview program 
outname=[outname '_CHD' num2str(CHAN_D) '_CHS' num2str(CHAN_S) 
'_MXSR' num2str(SRmax) '_F' num2str(filter)]; 
outname=[outname '_MNin' num2str(min_instack) '_Nit' num2str(numit) 
'_Swin' num2str(Swin) '_STtime' num2str(Dtap_time) '.mat' ] 
stack=[]; stack_lon=[]; stack_lat=[]; stack_in=[]; 
SRmin=dlat/sqrt(2); 
%display('you ran the right program hit return, you are paused') 
%pause 
[MLAT,MLON,PATH,BEAMrad,CHused]=getstackinfo_Dbin_QC(minINBEAM,BEAMma
x,refS2N,LAT,LON,CHAN_D,SRmax,CHAN_S); %%% Calling getstackinfo in 
order to read in the information needed to stack 
  
length(MLAT) 
stack=[] 
istack=0 
oldfile=0 
if exist('stack.mat')==2 %%% If a stack file already exists, we are 
reading it in here and naming it oldfile 
    load('stack.mat'); oldfile=1; 
    nowlat=stack_lat(end); 
    nowlon=stack_lon(end); 
    istack=length(stack_lat); 
    nlats=ceil((stack_lat(end)-LAT(1))/dlat)+1; 
    LAT2=nowlat; 
    oldfile=1; 
else 
    LAT2=LAT(2); 
    oldfile=0; 
    nlats=ceil((LAT(2)-LAT(1))/dlat)+1 
end 
for ilats=1:nlats  % increments latitude 
    nlats=nlats 
    nowlat=LAT2-(ilats-1)*dlat; 
    if oldfile==1 
        oldfile=0; 
    else 
        nowlon=LON(1); 
    end 
    lastlon = nowlon-dlat; 
    figure(1) 
    clf 
    hold on 
    while nowlon < LON(2) && nowlon > lastlon  % this loop incriments 
longitude 
        [nowlat,nowlon] 
        [GCA]=distance(nowlat,nowlon,MLAT,MLON); 
        instack=find(GCA<SRmin); 
        if length(instack)<min_instack 
            instack=find(GCA<SRmax); 
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            if length(instack) >=2 
            GCA=GCA(instack); 
            [GCAS,iGCAS]=sort(GCA); 
            instack=instack(iGCAS); 
            %   instack=iGCAS(1:min_instack); 
            min_used=min([min_instack length(iGCAS)]); 
            GCAS=GCAS(1:min_used); 
            iGCAS=iGCAS(1:min_used); 
            instack=instack(iGCAS); 
            SRused=GCAS(end); 
            SRmean=mean(GCA); 
            end 
        else 
            SRused=GCA(instack) 
            SRmean=mean(GCA); 
        end 
        dlon=dlat/cosd(nowlat); 
        hi_Linstack=length(instack) 
        if length(instack)>=5 
            istack=istack+1; 
            stack_SRused=SRused; 
            stack_SRmean=SRmean; 
            stack_lat(istack)=nowlat; 
            stack_lon(istack)=nowlon; 
            stack_in(istack)=length(instack); 
            stack_BEAMrad(istack)=mean(BEAMrad(instack)); 
            
[stack(:,istack)]=PPSTACK_MPT_DbinCC_FID10(PATH(instack),D,CHused(ins
tack),CHAN_S,filter,numit,Swin,Dtap_time); %%% This calls the program 
that completes the stacking 
            PPplot1(stack(:,istack),dlon,nowlon,filter) 
            pause(Tdel) 
        end 
        lastlon=nowlon; 
        nowlon=nowlon+dlon; 
        %      [nowlat2,nowlon] = reckon(nowlat,nowlon,dlat,90); 
    end 
    hold off 
    if length(stack) > 0.1 
        
save(outname,'stack_SRused','stack_lat','stack_lon','stack_in','stack
_BEAMrad','stack','dlat','SRmean') %%% Save all the information in a 
data file 
    end 
    clear GCA instack 
end 
 
save(outname,'stack_SRused','stack_lat','stack_lon','stack_in','stack
_BEAMrad','stack','dlat','SRmean') 
end 
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function 
[MLAT,MLON,PATH,BEAMrad,CHused]=getstackinfo_Dbin_QC(minINBEAM,BEAMma
x,refS2N,LAT,LON,CHAN_D,SRmax,CHAN_S) 
% This program compiles the information needed to run the stacking 
program. 
% It reads all the information from the data files.  
load('ALLPPINFO.mat') 
  
hi=CHAN_S 
  
SRs=[0.5 1 2 4 8 12]; %%% Seach radii used in this project 
CHs=[1   2 3 4 5 6]; %%% Channels for the data 
CHy=[1   2 3 4 5 6]; %%% Data 
TCHAN=10*floor(CHAN_D/10); %%% Getting nearest channel number 
CHs=CHs+TCHAN; 
BEAMlast=find(SRs<=BEAMmax); 
BEAMlast=BEAMlast(end); 
hich=CHy(BEAMlast) 
  
if CHAN_S <90 %%% Reading the channel numbers and determining which 
data to use 
    iuse=find(MLAT>(LAT(1)-SRmax) & MLAT<(LAT(2)+SRmax) & MLON 
>(LON(1)-SRmax) & MLON <(LON(2)+SRmax) & 
QCinfo(:,CHy(BEAMlast))'==1); 
elseif CHAN_S ==98  
    iuse=find(MLAT>(LAT(1)-SRmax) & MLAT<(LAT(2)+SRmax) & MLON 
>(LON(1)-SRmax) & MLON <(LON(2)+SRmax) & ISDRY==1 & 
QCinfo(:,CHy(BEAMlast))'==1); 
elseif CHAN_S ==99  
    iuse=find(MLAT>(LAT(1)-SRmax) & MLAT<(LAT(2)+SRmax) & MLON 
>(LON(1)-SRmax) & MLON <(LON(2)+SRmax) & ISALL==1 & 
QCinfo(:,CHy(BEAMlast))'==1); 
end 
  
if TCHAN<15 
    S2Nall=[S2N11(iuse)' S2N12(iuse)' S2N13(iuse)' S2N14(iuse)' 
S2N15(iuse)']; 
    INGCAall=[INGCA11(iuse)' INGCA12(iuse)' INGCA13(iuse)' 
INGCA14(iuse)' INGCA15(iuse)']; %%% Uses this data if you want to use 
all data including low signal to noise 
else 
    S2Nall=[S2N21(iuse)' S2N22(iuse)' S2N23(iuse)' S2N24(iuse)' 
S2N25(iuse)']; 
    INGCAall=[INGCA21(iuse)' INGCA22(iuse)' INGCA23(iuse)' 
INGCA24(iuse)' INGCA25(iuse)']; %%% Uses this data if you want to use 
just high signal to noise and "others" 
end 
MLAT=MLAT(iuse); 
MLON=MLON(iuse); 
PATH=PATH(iuse); 
BEAMrad=zeros(size(MLAT))'; 
CHused=zeros(size(MLAT))'; 
for k=1:BEAMlast 
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    k=k 
    usedt=find(S2Nall(:,k)>=refS2N & INGCAall(:,k)>=minINBEAM & 
BEAMrad==0); 
    BEAMrad(usedt)=SRs(k); 
    CHused(usedt)=CHs(k); 
end 
notused=find(CHused==0); 
CHused(notused)=[]; 
BEAMrad(notused)=[]; 
MLAT(notused)=[]; 
MLON(notused)=[]; 
PATH(notused)=[]; 
  
 
 
function PPview10km(scale,freq,nwin) 
% This program reads the information from the stack program and 
generates a 
% set of images for viewing the data. It generates a plot of the area 
of 
% interst and gives you the option to stack along a line of 
longitude, 
% latitude, or a random line chosen by the user. After the line is 
chosen 
% it generates a traditional wiggle plot as well as a color-contoured 
plot 
% illustrating the magnitude of the amplitudes.  
Stack_files=dir('stack*mat') % Directs the program to the file names 
beginning with "stack" 
newfile=1 
    ifig=1 
     
while newfile<3 
    for kf=1:length(Stack_files) 
        disp([num2str(kf) '_' Stack_files(kf).name ]) % Display the 
stack file name 
    end 
    touse=input('enter the number for the file you want to use') % 
Asks the user which stack they are interested in viewing 
     
    load(Stack_files(touse).name) 
    figure(999) 
    
[mshlon,mshlat]=meshgrid([floor(min(stack_lon)):dlat:floor(max(stack_
lon))],[floor(min(stack_lat)):dlat:floor(max(stack_lat))]); % Meshes 
the data together in a grid as to use in viewing 
    kats=[floor(min(stack_lat)) floor(max(stack_lat))] 
    [ilon,ilat]=size(mshlat) 
    % for n=1:length(stack_lat) 
    %     jj=round((stack_lon(n)-min(stack_lon))/dlat+1); 
    %     ii=round((stack_lat(n)-min(stack_lat))/dlat+1); 
    %     mshin(jj,ii)=stack_in(n); 
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    %     if jj >2 & ii >2 & jj<jmax-1 & ii<imax-1, mshin(jj-
2:jj+2,ii-2:ii+2)=stack_in(n); end 
    % end 
    for ii=1:ilat 
        for jj=1:ilon 
            
[dd,aa]=distance(mshlat(jj,ii),mshlon(jj,ii),stack_lat,stack_lon); 
            [mindd,idd]=min(dd); 
            if mindd <= dlat 
                mshin(jj,ii)=stack_in(idd); 
            else 
                mshin(jj,ii)=0/0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %% These lines work to generate the georeferened plot of your 
study area 
    latrange=[min(stack_lat) max(stack_lat)]; 
lonrange=[min(stack_lon) max(stack_lon)]; 
    
Rmap=georasterref('RasterSize',size(mshin),'LatitudeLimits',latrange,
'LongitudeLimits',lonrange) 
    worldmap(mshin,Rmap) 
    meshm(mshin, Rmap) 
    load coastlines 
    geoshow(coastlat,coastlon,'color','k','linewidth',2) 
    CHSV=colormap(hsv); 
    CHSV=[[1 1 1]; CHSV(4:end,:)]; 
    colormap(CHSV) 
    colorbar 
    %% 
    %disp('plot an other figure') 
    %mshin=griddata(stack_lon,stack_lat,stack_in,mshlon,mshlat); 
    % 
    % whos 
    % pcolor(mshlon,mshlat,mshin); 
    % colorbar 
    % shading interp 
    % caxis([3 30]) 
    % 
    %caxis([5 .2*max(max(stack_in))]) 
     
    samefile=1 
    while samefile==1 
        plottype=menu('what type of plot do you want','line of 
lat','line of lon','random line') 
        %   pcol=input('enter a color to plot the points on the map 
(enter as a string)') 
        ipcol=menu('pick a color to plot the 
line','black','white','red','blue','green','yellow','cyan','majenta',
'brown','purple') % Asks which color you would like to plot your line 
with 
        if ipcol==1, pcol='k'; end 
        if ipcol==2, pcol='w'; end 
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        if ipcol==3, pcol='r'; end 
        if ipcol==4, pcol='b'; end 
        if ipcol==5, pcol='g'; end 
        if ipcol==6, pcol='y'; end 
        if ipcol==7, pcol='c'; end 
        if ipcol==8, pcol='m'; end 
        if ipcol==9, pcol=[0.6 0.2 0.2]; end 
        if ipcol==10, pcol=[0.7 0 0.7]; end 
        figure(999) 
        if plottype==1, % If the plot type is along a line of 
latitude, the following conditions are used 
            [xplon,yplat]=ginput(1); 
            [plat,plon] = minvtran(xplon,yplat); 
            [junk,ilat]=min(abs(plat-stack_lat)) 
            plat=stack_lat(ilat) 
            ilats=find(stack_lat==plat) 
            plons=stack_lon(ilats); 
            plats=stack_lat(ilats) 
            pstacks=stack(:,ilats); 
            dd=dlat/cosd(plat); 
            figure(999) 
            hold on 
            geoshow(plats,plons,'color',pcol,'linewidth',3) % shows 
the chosen data 
            
PPplotter(plons,pstacks,dd,scale,ifig,dlat,freq,pcol,Stack_files(tous
e).name,nwin); % Plots the data 
        end 
         
        if plottype==2, % If the plot type is along a line of 
longitude, the following conditions are used 
            [xplon,yplat]=ginput(1); 
            [plat,plon] = minvtran(xplon,yplat); 
            lat1=min(stack_lat); lat2=max(stack_lat); 
            nlats=round((lat2-lat1)/dlat) 
            for ii=1:nlats 
                plons(ii)=plon; 
                plats(ii)=(ii-1)*dlat+lat1; 
                
gca=distance(plats(ii),plons(ii),stack_lat,stack_lon); 
                instack=find(gca<dlat); 
                pstacks(:,ii)=mean(stack(:,instack),2); 
            end 
            dd=min(abs(plats(2:end)-plats(1:end-1))); 
            figure(999) 
            hold on 
            geoshow(plats,plons,'color',pcol,'linewidth',3) % shows 
the chosen data 
            
PPplotter(plats*111,pstacks,dd,scale,ifig,dlat,freq,pcol,Stack_files(
touse).name,nwin); % plots the data 
        end 
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        if plottype==3, % If a random line is chosen, the following 
conditions are used 
            [xplon,yplat]=ginput; 
            [plat,plon] = minvtran(xplon,yplat); % Projects data to 
geographic coordinates 
            dline=0; 
            textm(plat(1),plon(1),'0') 
            for k=2:length(plat) 
                dline(k)=distance(plat(k-1),plon(k-
1),plat(k),plon(k)); 
                
textm(plat(k),plon(k),num2str(round(10*(sum(dline)))/10)); 
            end 
            hi_line=[cumsum(dline)' plat plon] 
            k=1; 
            plats(k)=plat(1); plons(k)=plon(1); 
            DIST=0; 
            gca=distance(plats(k),plons(k),stack_lat,stack_lon); 
            instack=find(gca<dlat) 
            pstacks(:,k)=mean(stack(:,instack),2); 
            for ii=1:(length(plon)-1) 
                lat1=plat(ii); lat2=plat(ii+1); lon1=plon(ii); 
lon2=plon(ii+1); % Assigns the temporary lat and lon values to the 
new values 
                [gca,az]=distance(lat1,lon1,lat2,lon2); 
                npts=ceil(gca/dlat); 
                dd=gca/npts; 
                for jj=1:npts 
                    k=k+1; 
                    [plats(k),plons(k)]=reckon(lat1,lon1,jj*dd,az); % 
Gets the point on a sphere by the specified range and azimuth  
                    DIST(k)=dd+DIST(k-1); 
                    
gca=distance(plats(k),plons(k),stack_lat,stack_lon); 
                    instack=find(gca<dlat); 
                    pstacks(:,k)=mean(stack(:,instack),2); 
                end 
            end 
            dd=median(abs(plats(2:end)-plats(1:end-1))); 
            figure(999) 
            hold on 
            geoshow(plats,plons,'color',pcol,'linewidth',3) 
            
PPplotter(DIST*111,pstacks,2*dd,scale,ifig,dlat,freq,pcol,Stack_files
(touse).name,nwin); 
        end 
        DIST=[]; pstacks=[]; plons=[]; plats=[]; ilats=[]; plon=[]; 
plat=[]; 
        morefig=menu('what to do','an other profile same file','an 
other profile new file','quit') 
        %   morefig=input('do an other crosssection? Enter 1 for yes 
9 for no.') 
        if morefig == 1, samefile=1; ifig=ifig+1; end  
        if morefig == 2, samefile=9; ifig=ifig+1; newfile=1;  end 
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        if morefig == 3, samefile=9; newfile=9; end 
    end 
end 
  
end 
 

 
function Depth_map(dlat) 
%%% This program plots depths to certain features of interest  
load('stack_S2N3_MNB3_MXB2_Dlat0.4_CHD24_CHS36_MXSR1_F0.4_MNin120_Nit
80_Swin50_STtime-5.amp.mat'); % This line is interchangable. Reads 
AMP files from the 3dcube program 
load('_400_hor.mat'); % Interchangable again - can read hor files to 
certain depths 
x=cube.longitudes; 
y=cube.latitudes; 
figure(999) 
[mshlon,mshlat]=meshgrid([floor(min(x)):dlat:floor(max(x))],[floor(mi
n(y)):dlat:floor(max(y))]); % Grids the data  
kats=[floor(min(y)) floor(max(y))] 
[ilon,ilat]=size(mshlat) 
  
for ii=1:ilat 
    for jj=1:ilon 
        [dd,aa]=distance(mshlon(jj,ii),mshlat(jj,ii),y,x); 
        [mindd,idd]=min(dd); 
        if mindd <= dlat 
            mshin(jj,ii)=depths(idd); 
        else 
            mshin(jj,ii)=0/0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
latrange=[min(y) max(y)]; lonrange=[min(x) max(x)]; 
Rmap=georasterref('RasterSize',size(mshin),'LatitudeLimits',latrange,
'LongitudeLimits',lonrange) % Plots the area of interest on a world 
map 
worldmap(mshin,Rmap) 
meshm(mshin, Rmap) 
load coastlines 
geoshow(coastlat,coastlon,'color','k','linewidth',2) 
CHSV=colormap(jet); 
CHSV=[[1 1 1]; CHSV(4:end,:)]; % Editing the color table 
colormap(CHSV) 
colorbar 
  
end 
 
function findgoodCC(P,ch,year) %cross correlation program/inputs are 
*P(?)*, channel, year 
%The cross correlation program is used after manual QCing 
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home0=pwd %creates active folder as a char vector named home0--*why 
do this if line 8 repeats* 
cd(year) %changes directory to input year 
  
DIRS=dir; %sets variable DIRS as the list of of the files in the 
directory   
for idir=3:length(DIRS) %for our directory starting in the 3rd 
element (since first two are "." and "..") until the length of the 
directory of our chosen year 
    homeD=pwd %(?) refer to line 3 
    cd(DIRS(idir).name) %change directory to the name of element in 
the loop 
    if exist('refpulses.mat') ==2 %if the file refpulse exist in the 
directory *is the 2 to set to "true"* 
        load('refpulses.mat') %load refpulse 
        if exist('refpulse') ==1 %if refpulse exists do the following 
*is the 1 to set to "true"* 
            t0=20; tf=51; ti=70; tol=0.55; ngood=5; %initial boundary 
is set 20 sec after source to 70 sec, tolerance of .55, *what is ti 
and ngood*? 
            Good_files=[] %create empty matrix to store good files in 
            for i=1:length(refpulse) %lines 17-24 loop fixes the 
backslash naming issue with macs 
                F=refpulse(i).name; %sets F as the refpulse for the 
element in refpulse.mat 
                fixslash=find(F=='/'); 
                F(fixslash)='\'; 
                dashes=find(F=='\'); 
                if F(dashes(end-3):(dashes(end-3)+4))=='\redo' 
                    F=[P ':\CUT_PP' F(dashes(end-4):(dashes(end-
4)+5)) F(dashes(end-2):end)]; 
                else 
                    F=[P ':\CUT_PP' F(dashes(end-3):end)]; 
                end  
                load(F) %load refpulse for the element in 
refpulse.mat 
                dt=data(ch).dt; %sets dt as a data file for input 
channel 
                T0=data(ch).SACT0; %sets T0 (arrival time?) as .SACT0 
for input channel 
                Tstart=floor((T0-t0)/dt); %Tstart is the difference 
in our intial boundary window and arrival time divided by the 
sampling rate 
                Tend=ceil((T0+tf)/dt); %Tend is the sum in our final 
boundary window and arrival time divided by the sampling rate 
                d=detrend(data(ch).data(Tstart:Tend)); %d is the 
detrended vector of Tstart to Tend 
                d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.025,[5 5],data(ch).dt,'h'); 
%high pass filter using *compared data from GFILT (?)* 
                d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.4,[5 5],data(ch).dt,'l'); %low 
pass filter using *compared data from GFILT (?)* 
                di(:,1)=interp1([0:(length(d)-1)]*dt,d,[0:1/40:ti]); 
%the first column of di equals the interpolation of *([0:(length(d)-
1)]*dt,d,[0:1/40:ti])* 
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                %     plot(di) 
                %     pause 
                AC1(i)=max(conv(di,flipud(di))); %AC1 at ith element 
is the max value of the convolution of di and the elements of di 
reversed  
                DIM(:,i)=di; %DTM is the matrix that sets the ith 
column to di 
            end 
            K=0; 
            home=pwd; 
            % AC1 
            % pause 
            if exist('highsn') == 7 %if within refpulse there is 
'highsn' *is the 7 to set to "true"* 
                cd('highsn') %change directory to higsn 
                FS=dir('*BHZ*mat'); %set FS to directory BHZmat 
*whats the purpose of the 
                if length(FS) > 0.5 %if the length of BHZmat is 
greater than .5 *why .5* 
                    for i=1:length(FS) %for i from element 1 to the 
length of BHZmat 
                        load(FS(i).name) %load name of BHZmat at i 
                        dt=data(ch).dt; %refer to lines 26-33 for 50-
56 
                        T0=data(ch).SACT0; 
                        Tstart=floor((T0-t0)/dt); 
                        Tend=ceil((T0+tf)/dt); 
                        d=detrend(data(ch).data(Tstart:Tend)); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.025,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'h'); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.4,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'l'); 
                        di(:,1)=interp1([0:(length(d)-
1)]*dt,d,[0:1/40:ti]); 
                        AC2=max(conv(di,flipud(di))); %AC2 is the max 
value of the convolution of di and the elements of di reversed  
                        CCtemp=max(abs(conv2(DIM,flipud(di)))); %temp 
CC is the max value of absolute value of the convolution of DIM (line 
37) 
                        CCtemp=(CCtemp./sqrt(AC1))*(1/sqrt(AC2)); 
%temp CC is the formula for cross correlation, where CCtemp was the 
numerator that was previously calculated 
                        goodccs=find(CCtemp>=tol); %the good cross 
correlations are those where the the cross correlations are higher 
than the tolerance 
                        if length(goodccs) >=ngood 
                            K=K+1 
                            Good_files(K).name=[pwd '\' FS(i).name]; 
%good files is set to the directory BHZmat at the ith element 
                            Good_files(K).ccoefs=CCtemp(goodccs); 
%******* 
                        else 
                            disp('bad') 
                        end 
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                    end 
                end 
                cd(home) 
            end 
             
            home=pwd; 
            % AC1 
            % pause 
            %the next two loops perform the same as the previous 
loops, but 
            %for 'others' and 'lowsn' 
            if exist('others') == 7  
                cd('others') 
                FS=dir('*BHZ*mat'); 
                if length(FS) > 0.5 
                    for i=1:length(FS) 
                        load(FS(i).name) 
                        dt=data(ch).dt; 
                        T0=data(ch).SACT0; 
                        Tstart=floor((T0-t0)/dt); 
                        Tend=ceil((T0+tf)/dt); 
                        d=detrend(data(ch).data(Tstart:Tend)); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.025,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'h'); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.4,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'l'); 
                        di(:,1)=interp1([0:(length(d)-
1)]*dt,d,[0:1/40:ti]); 
                        AC2=max(conv(di,flipud(di))); 
                        CCtemp=max(abs(conv2(DIM,flipud(di)))); 
                        CCtemp=(CCtemp./sqrt(AC1))*(1/sqrt(AC2)); 
                        goodccs=find(CCtemp>=tol); 
                        if length(goodccs) >=ngood 
                            K=K+1 
                            Good_files(K).name=[pwd '\' FS(i).name]; 
                            Good_files(K).ccoefs=CCtemp(goodccs); 
                        else 
                            disp('bad') 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                cd(home) 
            end 
             
            if exist('lowsn') == 7 
                cd('lowsn') 
                FS=dir('*BHZ*mat'); 
                if length(FS) > 0.5 
                    for i=1:length(FS) 
                        load(FS(i).name) 
                        dt=data(ch).dt; 
                        T0=data(ch).SACT0; 
                        Tstart=floor((T0-t0)/dt); 
                        Tend=ceil((T0+tf)/dt); 
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                        d=detrend(data(ch).data(Tstart:Tend)); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.025,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'h'); 
                        d=GFILT_data_2015(d,0.4,[5 
5],data(ch).dt,'l'); 
                        di(:,1)=interp1([0:(length(d)-
1)]*dt,d,[0:1/40:ti]); 
                        AC2=max(conv(di,flipud(di))); 
                        CCtemp=max(abs(conv2(DIM,flipud(di)))); 
                        CCtemp=(CCtemp./sqrt(AC1))*(1/sqrt(AC2)); 
                        goodccs=find(CCtemp>=tol); 
                        if length(goodccs) >=ngood 
                            K=K+1 
                            Good_files(K).name=[pwd '\' FS(i).name]; 
                            Good_files(K).ccoefs=CCtemp(goodccs); 
                        else 
                            disp('bad') 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                cd(home) 
            end 
            pwd 
            if length(Good_files) > 0.5 
                save Good_files Good_files 
            end 
            clear AC1 AC2 CCtemp DIM F FS Good_files dashes di 
refpulse 
        end 
    end 
    cd(homeD) 
end 
cd(home0) 
end 
  
 

 
function PPcube(freq) 
% This program generates a cube for use in the Depth Map program 
Stack_files=dir('stack*mat') 
for kf=1:length(Stack_files) 
    disp([num2str(kf) '_' Stack_files(kf).name ]) % Displays the 
stack name to verify the correct file is being used 
end 
  
touse=input('enter the number for the file you want to use') 
load(Stack_files(touse).name) 
  
Pz=getpulsez(1/20,freq,8,0.1); % Reads the files 
PZshift=round((length(Pz)-1)/2); 
stack=conv2(stack,Pz'); 
stack=stack(PZshift:end,:); 
stack=stack(1:7000,:); 
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lats=[floor(min(stack_lat)):dlat:ceil(max(stack_lat))]; % List of the 
latitudes in the AOI 
  
lons=[floor(min(stack_lon)):dlat:ceil(max(stack_lon))]; % List of the 
longitudes in the AOI 
  
data=zeros(801,length(lons),length(lats));  
cube.data=data; 
cube.search_rad=data; 
cube.traces=data; 
stack=stack(1:10:7000,:); 
for ii=1:length(lats) 
    for jj=1:length(lons) 
        [dd,aa]=distance(lats(ii),lons(jj),stack_lat,stack_lon); 
        [mindd,idd]=min(dd); 
        if mindd <= dlat 
            cube.traces(1:801,jj,ii)=stack_in(idd); 
            cube.search_rad(1:801,jj,ii)=stack_SRused; 
            cube.data(1:700,jj,ii)=stack(:,idd); 
        else 
            cube.traces(1:801,jj,ii)=0; 
            cube.search_rad(1:801,jj,ii)=0; 
        end 
    end 
end 
%% Writing out to the cell array  
cube.filename=Stack_files(touse).name; 
cube.when=date; 
cube.notes=['PP data not RF' Stack_files(touse).name]; 
cube.latitudes=lats; 
cube.longitudes=lons; 
cube.min_events=median(stack_in); 
cube.min_stations=1; 
cube.max_search_rad=max(stack_SRused); 
cube.depths=[0:800]; 
  
save([Stack_files(touse).name(1:end-4) '.amp.mat'],'cube') 
end 
 
 
 


